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PREFACE

This document applies to NUDOS92. The original source was coded in 1986.
In 1992 a number of large modifications were made to the code. After that some
minor extensions have been added, but the code has not changed significantly.
This document describes the current implementation of NUDOS92 (mid 1996)
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description written by Arjen Poley.

SUMMARY

NUDOS is a computer program that can be used to evaluate the consequences
of airborne releases of radioactive materials. The consequences evaluated are
individual dose and associated radiological risk, collective dose and the
contamination of land. The code is capable of dealing with both routine and
accidental releases. For accidental releases both deterministic and probabilistic
calculations can be performed and the impact and effectiveness of emergency
actions can be evaluated, i

This document contains:
1. the User Guide for NUDOS92;
2. the description of the installation of NUDOS92 at ECN;
3. the Programmer's Reference manual for NUDOS92.
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1. INTRODUCTION

Application of NUDOS
NUDOS calculates the dispersion of airborne radionuclides through the
environment, and the dose and associated health effects to individuals. The
models for these calculations are described in the model description [1]. This
model description was written in 1986. Some of the implementations have been
modified [2,3] \

NUDOS calculates:
• nuclide concentration in air;
• amount of nuclides deposited;
• equivalent Organ Dose or Effective Dose;
• collective Dose;
• number of deterministic health effects for accidental releases;
• contour maps for nuclide concentrations and doses for one weather

sequence per run.

Knowledge required by the user
For standard applications (i.e. runs of the program where many parameter values
can be left as default) it is not necessary to understand the models of the
dispersion process.

However, to understand the explanations of the input given in this User Guide
the user should have the following knowledge:

Basic knowledge about radioactivity:
• nuclides, isotopes;
• radioactive decay, units (Bq).
Basic knowledge about statistics:
• ability to understand probabilities in a quantitative way.
Basic knowledge about dose assessment (radiobiology):
• understanding of exposure of individuals:

cloudshine, groundshine, inhalation, ingestion;
• equivalent organ dose and effective doses, Dose Conversion Coefficients,

units (Sv);
• relation between dose and health effects (risks, effective dose).
Basic knowledge about meteorology:
• understanding of Pasquill Gifford stability classification (stability classes

A toF).

1 These modifications concern a revision of the implementation of the TOPHAT model, which
is described in this User Guide. For the dispersion for accidental releases the model given in "het
gele boek" has been implemented. For plume rise the model of Briggs has been implemented,
simplified by assuming that the plume rises vertically until it reaches its maximum plume axis
height.

ECN-I--96-018
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Contents of the User Guide
The input has been divided into three parts: (1) source and site dependent input,
(2) description of the user input to customize the output produced by the
program and (3) source and site independent input. How all user input is
processed is covered in Chapter 2.

The user will generally have to define new source and site dependent input for
each application. This input is described in Chapters 3 and 5. Chapter 4
describes the output NUDOS can produce and the output requests to obtain the
output.
The source and site independent input data are inherently valid for all sources
and sites, so default values can be used. However, in some cases the user may
want to change this input. Therefore it is described in Chapter 6. However, to
understand the explanations in this chapter the user must also understand the
models implemented in the code.

Installation at ECN
Chapter 7 describes where the sources of NUDOS are stored, and the steps the
user should take to run the program.

Programmer's Reference Manual
Chapter 8 describes the program flow, data flow and the function of all
subroutines.

Sample Input Files
At the end of the document four sample input files are printed. These are
intended to show the whole range of possible output NUDOS92 offers.

ECN-I--96-018



2. USER INPUT PROCESSING

Syntax
The input of NUDOS is guided by keys. A "key" is a code for an input
parameter, and is normally followed by the value for this variable, e.g.:
'HEIGHT' 10.0
Section 3.3 explains that this means that the radionuclides are released at a
height of 10.0 m above ground level.
Some keys are associated with a lot of data. These keys are followed by a
number of data lines.

Syntax rules
The input as described in the User Guide part has to be processed by an input
preprocessor: "Nprproc". This preprocessor strips all comment lines from the
input, and shuffles the input lines to an order that the NUDOS code requests
(see Appendix A for a description).
This input preprocessor allows great flexibility in the creation of the input and
only three syntax rules remain:
- all input character strings or numbers have to be separated by spaces;
- all character strings (including the 'keys') have to be written between single

quotes;
- all lines starting with an asterix (*) are comment lines and are not processed

by NUDOS;
- all non comment lines have to contain less then 201 characters (including

quotes).

About the User Guide part of the document
The methodology in the User Guide part is problem oriented: the user is
assumed to have a problem which can be solved by a NUDOS calculation. The
user wants to assess the radiological consequences of a release of radionuclides.
Therefore the user is asked to describe this release. Then the user is shown what
output can be obtained for this type of release, and how to obtain this output.
Based on these output requests the user may have to provide additional site
information.
The last part of the input deals with the source and site independent input. These
data are inherently valid for all sources and sites, so the default values can be
used. In most cases the user will not need the part of the User Guide concerning
the source and site independent input.

This methodology is reflected in the table of contents of the User Guide. The
NUDOS code itself, however, is model oriented. The NUDOS code is a chain
of models: a source term model, an atmospheric dispersion and deposition model
followed by dose calculation, where for each exposure pathway there are
separate models. Therefore an input preprocessor has been developed that
converts the input as described in this User Guide to input blocks for each
model. This preprocessing is mainly a process of reshuffling the input lines.

ECN-I--96-018
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Finding your way in the User Guide part of this document
To enable the user to find the information required quickly, the following
methods are available:
1 according the subject: use the list of contents;
2 for each "input key": use the index of keys on the last page of this User

Guide.

ECN-I-96-018



3. SOURCE TERM INPUT

The input starts with a 'job-identification string' that contains a compact
description of the purpose of the input file. This string is not preceded by a key.
Maximum length of the job-identification string is 80 characters.

EXAMPLE USAGE

* *
* NUDOS92 INPUT FILE *

*

'Sample input: Adults Doses for Accidental Releases'

3.1 Type of Release

NUDOS can handle two types of releases: routine releases and accidental
releases.

Routine releases
Routine releases should appear frequently enough to justify that the dose can be
estimated assuming the release were continuous (quasi-continuous release
assumption).

Accidental releases
Accidental releases can be simulated by NUDOS if the release duration is short.
The limiting condition is the persistency or duration of roughly constant
meteorological conditions. As a rule of thumb the release duration should
therefore be no longer than about 5 hours.

The key 'CONTINUE' determines whether NUDOS interprets the specified
releases as 'accidental' or 'continuous'.

APPLICABLE KEY
**************
'CONTINUE' 0
* = 0 : accidental release
* = 1 : routine release

ECN-I--96-018
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3.2 Nuclide Inventory, Chemical Composition and
Release Fractions

The nuclide inventory and release fractions are specified in the input data block
'NUCLIDES'. The deposition rate depends on the chemical form of released
nuclides, and is therefore considered to be part of the source term input data.

In this input data block the half-life of the nuclides and the decay chain must
also be specified, although this data is not source term specific. Also values for
deposition parameters have to be supplied in this input block. These values have
to be derived from the (chemical) composition of the nuclides released.

For both routine and accidental releases the inventory applies to the activity of
the nuclides available for release at a given time before the start of each release.
The decay of nuclides during a possible delay period before the release and
during the release itself are accounted for by NUDOS.

Routine releases must be specified as yearly releases. If the average number of
releases per year is "N" (where N is not necessarily an integer) the inventory
must be multiplied by "N". Another option is to leave the inventory to its actual
value (i.e. the value it has at the start of each release), and appoint the value "N"
to the key "RLSFRAC".

Note:
1. For those nuclides which decay to a radioactive daughter, the daughter has

to be included in the inventory list, even if the initial inventory is 0 Bq.
Otherwise the contribution of the daughter may be ignored. See also Section
6.5 on DCC input.

2. NUDOS can handle decay chains with two nuclides at maximum.
3. For daughter nuclides that are short lived (compared to the release duration)

and volatile, the amount of nuclides released may be larger than the inventory
of this nuclide at the start of the release (due to build up). A release fraction
larger than one should be used in that case. See Section 8.3.1 for more
information.

APPLICABLE KEY
**************
'NUCLIDES' 3
* = number of nuclides (1 to 140)
* Includes the following data list for each nuclide:
* n identification number of nuclide
* name of nuclide (max 8 characters)
* n(P) identification number of parent nuclide or
* zero.
* halflife of nuclide in Seconds (S), minutes (M),
* hours (H) or Years (Y)
* Vdep dry deposition velocity (m/s)
* Lambda wet deposition washout coefficient (1/s)
* Inventory of given nuclide inside the source (Bq)
* Rel_frac release fraction of the given nuclide

*n name n(P) halflife Vdep Lambda Invent Rel_Frac

10 ECN-I--96-018



Source Term Input

1
2
3

'Co-60 '
'Cs-137 '
'Ba-137m '

0
0
2

5.
30
2.

272
.17
55

'Y'
'Y'
'M'

.001

.001

.001

.0001

.0001

.0001

1
9
0

.0E14

.0E17
1.
1.
0.

0E-
0E-

6
2

'RLSFRAC ' 1.
* - number of releases per year for routine releases
* - 1. for conditional accidental releases
* = probability of accident (I/year); use this only if
* ACUTE=0
* Release(nuc) = Invent(nuc) x RLSFRAC x Rel_frac(nuc)

3.3 Release Conditions

The release conditions are the release height, the source diameter, the building
dimensions, the heat content of the plume, and the plume rise conditions.

The release timing must be simplified to a single release phase with a constant
release rate. If a routine release is actually a series of releases, each of the
releases is assumed to be identical. Note that for routine releases the release
duration does not affect the dispersion (because they are treated as continuous),
but the amount of short lived nuclides actually released still is affected by the
duration of each release.

APPLICABLE KEYS

'DELAY TIME' 5.0
* Time (hrs) between start of the release and the time
* at which the inventory is specified.

'DURATION ' 3.0
* Duration (hrs) of release

'HEIGHT ' 0.
* Height (m) of the release outlet

'BLD HEIGHT' 12.
* Height (m) of the building

'WIDTH BLD ' 200.
* Width (m) of the building

'SOURCEDIAM' 2.
* Diameter (m) of the release outlet

'HEAT FLUX ' 10.
* Temperature of the release gasses expressed in MW.

Note that for routine releases the 'DURATION' input value may undesirably
affect the amount of daughter nuclides released. A careful analysis is needed to
obtain correct input. See Section 8.3.1 for detailed information on the effect of
the DURATION parameter.

ECN-I--96-018 11
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4. OUTPUT REQUESTS AND OUTPUT
DESCRIPTION

Most problems require results relating to an individual, e.g. individual dose and
individual risk. In reality the dose an individual receives and the risk incurred
is different for each individual. Radiation protection normally requires that doses
or risks to all individuals are below a given level. A common approach is to
calculate the dose and risk for the most exposed individuals. These results must
meet the safety requirements.

In the calculations it is assumed that individuals are most of the time in the
same position (distance and angle) with respect to the source; normally the place
where the individual lives. Further it is assumed that all food consumed is grown
in the immediate vicinity of the home of the individual: Local Production &
Local Consumption (LPLC) assumption. If these are valid assumptions the
presentation of doses and risks for each position may be interpreted as a
presentation of individual doses and risks.

The output required for routine releases and accidental releases is very different.
E.g. the dose results for routine releases are presented as (Sv/year), while dose
results for accidental releases are presented as (Sv). The statistical processing of
the results is different: for routine releases dose results can be averaged for all
weather types, while for accidental releases each dose result is associated with
a probability. Therefore the output for routine and accidental releases is treated
in separate sections.

The last section deals with deterministic analysis. For this type of analysis
NUDOS offers extra output options.

4.1 Routine Releases

4.1.1 Overview of Input

The key REDUCE selects whether the input data is printed in the output file. If
the input file is saved, it is not necessary to print the input data.

ECN-I--96-018 13
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APPLICABLE KEY

'REDUCE ' 1
* = 0: The print file will contain:
* - information on nuclides
* - overview population by region by sector
* - dose conversion factors
* - calculated activity after leakage

For long lived nuclides with a half life much longer than the duration of the
release "activity after leakage" is simply the activity released. For other nuclides
part of the activity has decayed before the actual release.

The release rate at time "t" (Tdelay < t < Tdelay+Tduration) is:

release-rate(t) [Bq/s] - inventory [Bq] x e' "decay-constant" x t x .'release-fraction"/Tduration

In NUDOS this release rate is integrated resulting in the activity released. For
routine releases this result is then multiplied by the average number of releases
per year.

Note that, if the printed releases were associated with Tde] - Tduration - 0, this
would result in the same consequences as the actual release if the "timing" of
the exposure (i.e. begin and end of the exposure) is not considered. This is
discussed in more detail in Section 8.3.1.

4.1.2 Average Concentration in Air

For a given position relative to the source, the frequency of this position being
downwind from the source can be calculated. Further the average dilution factor
can be calculated, so for each time the position is downwind, the concentration
in air can be calculated. Based on this result, NUDOS calculates the average
concentration for each position relative to the source, using long term
meteorological data. The printfile always contains the average air concentration
in each sector and region, presented in: 3.17E-8 Bq/m3 (equals the average
concentration integrated over one year: 1 (Bq-s/m3)/year) - see also Section
8.3.2.

4.1.3 Deposition

During plume passage a fraction of the nuclides in the air will deposit. Using the
average concentration in air, NUDOS calculates the amount of nuclides
deposited per year. The print file always contains the sum of the activities of the
nuclides deposited in one year ((Bq/m2)/year) in each sector and region.

14 ECN-I--96-018



Output Requests and Output Description

4.1.4 Dose

NUDOS only can handle one type of persons in one 'run' of the program, e.g.
adults or children. This person type is not explicitly requested, but implicitly
determined by the DCC values (Dose Conversion Coefficients) requested in
Section 6.5 of the "source term and site independent input data" and the dose-
risk relation input parameters in Section 6.6.

More explicit: NUDOS calculates the equivalent dose to a single organ or the
effective dose, implicitly determined by the DCC values.
NOTE: the printfile always refers to EQUIVALENT DOSE even if the

EFFECTIVE DOSE has been calculated (or for early health effects: the
absorbed dose).

The print file always contains an organ dose equivalent or the effective dose for
each region and sector, as follows*:
1. plume-exposure (Sv/year);
2. inhalation (Sv/year);
3. ground-exposure (Sv/year);
4. ingestion-exposure (Sv/year);
Total yearly dose exclusive ingestion (Sv/year).
* Breakdown to a pathway is only printed if its contribution is non-zero.

The dose commitment period should be equal for internal and external exposure.
The integration time for external exposure is set with the key EVACUATION.
The commitment period for internal exposure is implicitly determined by the
DCC values.

APPLICABLE KEY

'EVACUATION' 0
* Ground dose will be integrated up to 50 years if
* EVACUATION=0. This integration time must be equal to
* the dose commitment time (see DCC input).

4.1.5 Collective Doses

For each meteorological class (i.e. Pasquill category and wind speed class) and
wind direction NUDOS can sum all doses - except ingestion dose - of the
individuals exposed in the same release sequence. The result is a collective dose.
For some applications the doses below a given dose level should not be included
in the collective dose. NUDOS provides an option to set such a level.

The output for routine releases is given as the yearly collective dose excluding
ingestion in each sector and distance segment. Further there is an additional
output file: fort.92

ECN-I-96-018 15
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APPLICABLE KEY
**************
'COLLECTIEF' 88
* - 0 : means no collective doses are calculated
* =88 : means all individual doses must be summed
* ='S': means summation of doses larger than 'S' Sv

* The output for routine releases is given as the
* yearly collective dose excluding ingestion in each
* sector and distance segment.

4.1.6 Output for Post Processing

For routine releases NUDOS calculates the average of the airconcentrations,
groundconcentrations, and doses due to groundshine, cloudshine, inhalation and
ingestion in one grid element. The average is based on the meteorological
statistics.

NUDOS creates an output file fort.92 that contains:
1. number of sectors, numbers of regions, 7;
2. outer radius of each region (m);
3. (number of sector) x (number of regions) lines with:

for each sector:
for each region:

CONT(l,sector,distance) - airconcentration (Bq/m3)
CONT(2,sector,distance) = increase of groundconcentration ((Bq/m3)/year)
C0NT(3,sector .distance) = cloudshine doserate (Sv/year)
CONT(4,sector,distance) = inhalation doserate (Sv/year)
CONT(5,sector,distance) = groundshine doserate (Sv/year)
CONT(6,sector,distance) = ingestion doserate (Sv/year)
CONT(7,sector,distance) = doserate exclusive ingestion (Sv/year)
CONT(8,sector,distance) = collective doserate excl.ingestion (man-Sv/year)

4.2 Accidental Releases

4.2.1 Overview of Input

The key REDUCE selects whether the input data is printed in the output file. If
the input file is saved, it is not necessary to print the input data.

APPLICABLE KEY
**************
'REDUCE ' 1
* = 0: The print file will contain:
* - information on nuclides
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* - overview population by region by sector
* - dose conversion factors
* - calculated activity after leakage
* - nuclide concentration in air
* - dose due to plume exposure
* - dose due to inhalation

See Section 4.1.1 for a description of "calculated activity after leakage".

4.2.2 Nuclide Concentration in Air

Given an accidental release, NUDOS calculates the downwind concentration of
nuclides in air. For each weathertype specified in the site data input section and
for each downwind distance the sum of all nuclide concentrations is printed if
REDUCE - 0. This presentation of the result is based on a simplified cross wind
shape of the plume. Inside the plume - and cross wind - the concentrations are
assumed constant; outside the plume all concentrations are assumed zero. The
sample input files refers to this type of result as the TOPHAT result.

The print file always contains the time integrated concentration after plume
passage for each weather type in each region: dimension: Bq-s/m3.

4.2.3 Dose

NUDOS only can handle one type of persons in one 'run' of the program, e.g.
adults or children. This person type is not explicitly requested, but implicitly
determined by the DCC values (Dose Conversion Coefficients) requested in
Section 6.5 of the "source term and site independent input data" and the dose-
risk relation input parameters in Section 6.6.

More explicit: NUDOS calculates the equivalent dose to a single organ or the
effective dose, implicitly determined by the DCC values.
NOTE: the printfile always refers to EQUIVALENT DOSE even if the

EFFECTIVE DOSE has been calculated, or for early health effects: the
ABSORBED DOSE (where the unit must be Gy instead of Sv).

For each weathertype NUDOS calculates downwind doses for several pathways
of exposure. Like concentration and deposition, this presentation of the result is
based on a simplified cross wind shape of the plume. Inside the plume - and
cross wind - the concentrations are assumed constant; outside the plume all
concentrations are assumed zero. The sample input files refers to this type of
result as the TOPHAT result.

A breakdown for the following paths is printed:
1. plume exposure (Sv) if REDUCE = 0;
2. ground shine (Sv);
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3. dose commitment due to inhalation during plume passage (Sv) if
REDUCE - 0;

4. if EVACUATTON=0: dose commitment due to ingestion doses.
Total dose due to plume exposure, ground shine and inhalation (excluding
ingestion).

The dose commitment period should be equal for internal and external exposure.
The integration time for external exposure is set with the key EVACUATION.
The commitment period for internal exposure is implicitly determined by the
DCC values.

APPLICABLE KEY
**************
'EVACUATION' 2 1 2 438300
* 2 hrs 50 yr
* = integration time of the ground dose.
* The integration times are set by 3 parameters:
* 'EVACUATION' N U t(l) .. t(N)
* with N: number (<=5) of integration times
* u: unit indicator: l=hours, 2=days,
* t: integration times
* If N=0 (default) one evacuation time of equal to 50
* years is assumed.
* If EVACUATION > 0 then ingestion doses will not be
* printed.

* NOTE: times specified in EVACUATION and in the
* printouts of the doses refer to the START of the
* release!

4.2.4 Collective Dose and Early Health Effects

For accidental releases NUDOS can calculate either the collective dose or the
number of early health effects.

COLLECTIVE DOSE
For each meteorological class (i.e. Pasquill Category and Wind Speed) and wind
direction NUDOS can sum all doses - except ingestion dose - of the individuals
exposed in the same release sequence. The result is a collective dose. For some
applications the doses below a given dose level should not be included in the
collective dose. NUDOS provides an option to set such a level.

APPLICABLE KEYS

'COLLECTIEF' 88
* = 0 : means no collective doses are calculated
* =8 8 : means all individual doses must be summed
* ='S': means summation of doses larger than 'S' Sv

* The output for routine releases is given as the
* yearly collective dose excluding ingestion in each
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* sector and distance segment.

* A CCDF of the collective dose is calculated and
* printed in the print-file and in fort.94 if
* POPULATION = 0

Collective dose versus individual dose
For each distance and weathertype an individual dose (TOPHAT) and a (local)
collective dose can be calculated. The individual dose ID is characterized by an
integer IDUM:

dose ID

IDUM

(Sv) <

1

1E-3 1

1

<

2

2.15E-3 1 <

1 3

4.64E-3 1 <

1 4

1E-2 letc.

letc.

All local collective doses (i.e. the collective dose in one grid element) associated
with the same value of ID are multiplied by their probability of occurrence
(weather statistics) and subsequently summed into the variable IDCD. IDCD is
calculated for each value of IDUM and for each integration time period "LPER"
specified by 'EVACUATION': IDCD(LPERJDUM).

The output format is suitable for processing with the GRIS-toll ("cell2map" and
"map2pol"). For each integration time the output (fort.91) is printed in the ".idx"
format:

| foreach integration
IDCD ttt.tt " "

| foreach individual
IDUM-1 nnnnn
IDUM nnnnn
IDUM 0

IDCD ttt.tt " "
IDUM nnnnn
IDUM+1 nnnnn
IDUM+1 0

etcetera..

time LPER:
| ttt.tt = integration time (s)

dose interval IDUM = 1 to ...
| nnnnn = number of individual
I doses in interval IDUM

| nnnnn = number of individual
| doses in interval IDUM+1

Example:
IDCD 3600.

0
1
1
1
2
2
etc. . .

IDCD 7200.
0
etc. . .

EARLY HEALTH

0 n "
1243
1243
0
512
512
0

0 " "
2534

EFFECTS

Health risks can be calculated depending on the specified model parameter
values (see Section 5.5). However, the simplified cross-wind plume model is
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only valid if the relation between dose and risk is linear. However, the relation
between dose and early health effects is non-linear. Therefore these results
should be used with caution.

There are two tables printed:
1. Acute Mortality by Fraction

In this table for each meteorological class the risk for given downwind
distances is printed.

2. Absolute Acute Mortality
This gives the number of fatalities in the "simplified plume" for each distance
segment.

Outside the simplified plume the risk is assumed to be zero.

The risks are given for each grid-distance and for each meteorological class.
Further, for each distance this risk of all meteorological classes weighted in
accordance with the meteorological statistics is given (under "EXP" -
expectation). This result is the circle average individual risk, i.e. the average of
the individual risks to the people living at a given distance from the source.

The numbers of fatalities are given for each meteorological class and each
distance-segment. Also the total number for each meteorological class is printed
(at the line starting with "S=").

APPLICABLE KEYS
COLLECTIEF Only if COLLECTTEF = 0 (no collective dose

calculation) early health effects are calculated
ACUTE L H acute health effects are calculated if "L" > 0. For

appropriate values of "L" and "H": see Section 5.5.
POPULATION If POPULATION = 0 the CCDF of the number of

early fatalities is printed in the printfile and in fort.94.

4.3 Deterministic Analysis

Options to obtain detailed dose information are available. However, this will
result in a large amount of data for each weather sequence assessed. In a
probabilistic approach, i.e. an assessment that incorporates all possible future
(weather) scenarios, the overall result determines the risks. From this point of
view a breakdown to separate scenarios (e.g. a given weathertype during the
release) is not needed.

Still, in some cases a breakdown to separate scenarios is useful: e.g. to validate
a part of the analysis, or to evaluate specific actions that are required for specific
scenarios (e.g. countermeasures in case of very large releases). Generally, these
analyses refer to one specific scenario or weather sequence. This type of
analyses is referred to as deterministic.
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4.3.1 Specific Input Requirements

The number of weather sequences is determined by the values of the keys
WEATHER and CLIMATES. For a deterministic run values must be chosen that
result in one weather sequence per run.

4.3.2 Deposition

During plume passage a fraction of the nuclides in the air will deposit. Using the
concentration in air during plume passage NUDOS calculates the amount of
nuclides deposited during plume passage.

APPLICABLE KEY
**************
'DEPOSITION' 1 2
* = number of nuclides selected followed by the
* list-number of each nuclide selected (see key
* NUCLIDES)
* This key selects the nuclides for which deposition
* data is printed. For each of the selected nuclides a
* table is printed, containing for each meteorological
* condition the TOPHAT-groundconcentration in Bq/m2.

* For each nuclide selected an additional output file
* is created: see list in fort.11. In this file the
* weighted average centerline concentration (Bq/m2)
* versus distance (m) is printed.

NOTE:
The additional file contains the concentration calculated at the first time
specified in EVACUATION. If this time is during plume passage, the
concentration is calculated incorrectly. It is assumed that all nuclides that will
be deposited are already deposited, but that the release duration (Teff) is:

Teff = min(DURATION,max(Ttb,EVACUATION(l) - Tplume-arrival))
Ttb is the effective minimum meandering duration (10 minutes hardwired in

NUDOS).
The concentration printed in the files fort.86 to fort.90 is:
CONC(fort-file) - CONC(printfile)*[DURATION/Teff]**0.35
NB: If Tplume-arrival > EVACUATION(l) the concentration should be zero!

Information of plume arrival and plume departure is printed in fort.98 and
fort.99.

NOTE on NOTE:
The concentration printed in files fort.86 to fort.90 would better be:
CONC(fort-file) = CONC(printfile) * [Teff/DURATION]**0.65
where the factor Teff/DURATION accounts for the partly completed depostion
proces after Teff.
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4.3.3 Evaluation of Dose Histories

Dose histories can be evaluated by the dose rate (at given points in time) and the
cumulated dose (at given points in time). These results can be obtained using the
keys EVACUATION, DOSISTEMPO and GRNDFOLLOW.
Results are printed in files fort. 15 to fort. 19.

APPLICABLE KEYS
***************
* The following two options are available if
* EVACUATION smaller than 2 or 3:
* DOSISTEMPO>0 or GRNDFOLLOW>0 : EVACUATIONO (=MEVAC/2)
* DOSISTEMPOO and GRNDFOLLOW>0 : EVACUATI0N<2 (=MEVAC/3 )

'DOSISTEMPO' 0
* <> 0: the dose-rate at the times specified by
* EVACUATION. The dose rate is based on a
* 10 minutes integration time. The results are
* printed in additional output files (listed
* in fort.11) for distances selected by
* PRINTREGIO
'GRNDFOLLOW' 21.
* > 0 number of hours for ground dose rate integration:
* if DOSISTEMPO = 0:
* prints the potential grounddose for the time
* period between EVACUATION(LPER) and
* EVACUATION(LPER)+GRNDFOLLOW (hours) in
* additional output files (listed in fort.11)
* for distances selected by PRINTREGIO
* if DOSISTEMPO <> 0:
* prints a ratio between the grounddose above
* and the doserate.
'PRINTREGIO' 5 1 2 3 4 5
* = number of distances (max. 10) selected followed by
* the list-number of each distance selected (see key
* REGIONS)

NOTE:
If the time specified in EVACUATION is smaller than DURATION, the
GRNDFOLLOW dose is calculated incorrectly. Here the concentration is based
on an assumed time of meandering of the plume until the time of
EVACUATION. However, the ground dose potentially received after
EVACUTION should be associated with DURATION hours meandering of the
plume.
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4.3.4 Intervention Distances

Intervention dose levels may be set using the key EMERGLEVEL. If this key
is set, and (CONTOUREN=0), distances from the source to the most distant
point where the intervention level is exceeded are printed for all evacuation
times specified by EVACUATION. Output files are fort.20 to fort.24.

APPLICABLE KEYS
***************
'EMERGLEVEL' 2 0.05 0.1
* = N: followed by N (max.5) intervention levels for
* total dose (Sv)

4.3.5 Contour Output

Concentrations (ground and air) and individual doses (for different pathways and
integration times) may be represented by contour lines. However, as the spatial
distribution of nuclides is different for all meteorological conditions, contour line
output is only available for one weather type per run with NUDOS.

Contour lines are calculated by NUDOS if the key 'CONTOUREN'*0. NUDOS
will abort if 'CONTOUREN'*0 and 'CLIMATES VI.

Nuclides for which contour lines of ground concentration are to be drawn are
selected with the key 'DEPOSITION'. Dose contour maps are calculated if
'DOSISTEMPO'TK). The doses are evaluated for at maximum five integration
times specified by 'EVACUATION'.

APPLICABLE KEYS

'CONTOUREN' 1
* <> 0: only if CLIMATES=1
* Contour maps for concentrations (ground and
* air) and individual doses (for different
* pathways and integration times). Additional
* output files are listed in fort.11
* deposition: select nuclides using DEPOSITION
* doses: select integration times EVACUATION
'EMERGLEVEL' 0
* - 0: automatic selection of 50 levels for the total
* dose
* = N: followed by N (max. 5) contour levels for total
* dose
'GNDEMLEVEL' 0
* - 0: automatic selection of 50 levels for the
* grounddose
* = N: followed by N (max. 5) contour levels for
* grounddose
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List of additional output files containing contour data

C(2) C(3) C(4) C(5)
fort.81 fort.82 fort.83 fort.84 fort.85

sum of all nuclides
fort.85

evac(l) evac(2) evac(3) evac(4) evac(5)

fort.70 fort.71 fort.72 fort.73 fort.74
fort.65 fort.66 fort.67 fort.68 fort.69

fort.60 fort.61 fort.62 fort.63 fort.64
fort.50 fort.51 fort.52 fort.53 fort.54
fort.75 (only if one integration time is specified)

deposition
nuclides:
output file:

air concentration

output file:
doses

integration times:
total dose:

automatic levels:
user selected levels:

groundshine:
automatic levels:
user selected levels:

cloudshine:

dose rates
integration times: evac(l) evac(2) evac(3) evac(4) evac(5)

dose rates: fort.55 fort.56 fort.57 fort.58 fort.59

Format of the output files

line 1: IN, 'VALUE MINDIST MAXDIST
IN: <number of XY-coordinates describing the contour line>
VALUE: concentration (Bq/m2) or dose (Sv) associated with

contour line>
MINDIST: <closest distance of contour line to source (m)>
MAXDIST: <largest distance of contour line to source (m)>

line 2 to line 2+(IN-l): X, Y
X: <X coordinate of point describing contour line (km)>
Y: <Y coordinate of point describing contour line (km)>

This is repeated for 50 contour line VALUEs for the concentration or dose.

NOTE: the contourplot outputfiles contain X and Y coordinates of each
contour line. The X coordinate is the downwind distance from the
source. I.e. the result does not depend on the choice of the wind
direction statistics in WEATHER or CLIMATES.
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The site data input concerns the surroundings of the installation. Another
interpretation of 'site', not intended in this document, is the plant itself.

5.1 Site Geographical Characteristics

NUDOS assumes a flat and homogeneous surface. The program is not equipped
to calculate dispersion in a valley or in an area with mountains. If the area
contains large sections with a very different surface roughness NUDOS is not
very suitable. In the latter case results should be examined with respect to
sensitivity to the roughness length.

The dispersion process is affected by the surface roughness. The relevant
parameter is the surface roughness length.

APPLICABLE KEY
**************
'SURFACE '0.1
* effective roughness length (m):

water
flat surface (grass)
agriculture with trees
rural area, villages
city, no apartment buildings
downtown area

5.2 Grid Definition

The grid implemented in NUDOS is a polar grid. The grid consists of a number
of REGIONS, each representing a given distance (interval) from the source, and
a number of SECTORS, the number of segments each region is divided in.

In the current implementation of NUDOS this grid is used to specify the
population data and also the calculational grid. Also, all sectors of the population
grid should match exactly the wind direction classes used in the meteorological
statistics.

A common standard is to have the centre of the first sector (nuber zero) directed
to the north and to count the sectors clockwise. However, the requirement is that
the wind direction statistics exactly match the population distribution grid. So,
if the population grid is "rotated" and the meteorological statistics format
accordingly, the results should still be correct.
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APPLICABLE KEYS

'REGIONS ' 10
* < 0: minus(number) of regions, next line contains two
* reals:
* rl outer radius of first region (km)
* dr radial length (km) of each other region
* > 0: number of regions (number of radial grid
* elements), next line(s) contain outer radius
* (km) of each region
0.075 0.125 0.575 1.425 2.575
3.425 4.575 5.425 6.575 7.425

'SECTORS ' 12
* Number of wind directions used in the meteorological
* data set (only 12 or 16 sectors allowed).

5.3 Meteorological Statistics

The dispersion of nuclides in the atmosphere is modelled for a number of given
meteorological conditions. To obtain the required meteorological statistics, each
weather type occurring must be classified as one of these meteorological
conditions, for which the dispersion is known.

The dispersion characteristics (see Section 6.2) are based on:
1. the Pasquill-Gifford classification of stability (classes A to F) and a rain class

"R".
2. windspeed-classes:

range (m/s) representative windspeed (m/s)
suggested (see Section 6.2)

class 1 : 0 - 2 1.45 for all stability classes
class 2: > 2 4.00 for stability class A, B, E and F
class 2: 2 - 6 4.00 for stability class C and D
class 3: > 6 8.00 for stability class C and D

3. wind-direction:
The number of wind directions is already determined by 'SECTORS ' in
Section 5.4 on grid definition. Each sector must be associated with a point
of the compass. A common standard is to associate sector 0 with wind
blowing from the south and sector 6 with wind blowing from the north, and
counting the sectors clockwise.

APPLICABLE KEYS
***************

Meteorological Statistics ====

'WEATHER ' 17 'Schiphol'
* Identification of the meteorological site
* Number of weather categories

* In the 'CLIMATES' data block the following weather
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* classes are defined as followed:
* 1. Pasquill-Guifford classification of stability

(classes A to F) and a rain class R
Windspeed-classes:

range representative windspeed
(m/s) (m/s)

class 1: 0 - 2 1.45
class 2: > 2 4.00
class 2: 2 - 6 4.00
class 3: > 6 8.00

for all stability classes
for classes A, B, E, F
for classes C and D
for classes C and D

* This results in 17 weather-classes:
* <1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13 14
* <A1 A2 Bl B2 Cl C2 C3 Dl D2 D3 El E2 Fl F2

15 16 17>
Rl R2 R3>

* Number of observations in a given time period for
* each weather class specified above and each of the
* SECTORS winddirections. The points of the compass
* (where the wind is blowing from) specified below are
* only valid if SECTORS=12.

*
* 6
* N

267
53
273
1105
48
801
697

1086
2630
2351
182
637
1223
254

-r
wind

8 9
NNO ONO E

309
72
349
1149
51

642
585
1423
3136
2593
205
1416
1873
626

216
45
212
1040
42

540
801
1144
3265
3216
152
1550
1313
545

362
63
299
1071
50

484
364
796

2062
2172

63
692
926
261

blowing from sector:
10 11 0

ESE SSE S

375
50
350
715
60

429
159
725

1882
1638

90
444
583
147

257
27
263
407
50

314
52
716

2572
2451
85
557
543
171

225
25
214
459
43

495
142
810

4012
7604
115
649
552
166

1
ssw

214
27
214
474
35

552
273
851

5047
13027
124
928
727
227

2
wsw

303
49
318
682
45

633
667
858

3902
14221
116
718
568
184

3
W

289
82
322
1626
57

1303
1257
913
3148
9098
106
386
571
121

4
WNW

177
48

219
669
51

613
244
924
2593
4553
163
527
841
191

5
NNW

228
56
255
749
63
641
280

1138
2656
2891
224
499

1202
198

103 135 109 76 69 68 77 81 81 87 88 108
250 297 310 196 178 244 380 479 370 299 246 252
223 246 305 206 155 232 721 1236 1349 863 432 274

* Total number of observations in the given time
* period:
180386

5.4 Population Data

To calculate the collective dose or the number of early health effects the actual
population distribution of the site is needed. Other results are not affected by the
population distribution. However, NUDOS92 needs at minimum a generic
POPULATION input.
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APPLICABLE KEY

'POPULATION' 1
125. 10000. 100.
* > 0: Population density data is given in N (<=10)
* following lines with each three reals:
* rO : inner radius of a given area (m)
* rl : outer radius of a given area (m)
* P : population density (pp/km2) in this area
* = 0: Population data for each region and sector
* Each of REGIONS lines contains SECTORS numbers
* Note that the points of the compass are rotated
* by 180 degrees compared to the winddirection-
* statistics.

* This will lead to the following number of inhabitants
* in each grid element:

*0

*s
•
*0
*0
*8
*46

1

ssw

0
0
8
46

2

wsw

0
0
8
46

3
W

0
0
8
46

population
4
WNW

0
0
8
46

5
NNW

0
0
8
46

in sector:
6
N

0
0
8
46

7
NNE

0
0
8
46

8
ENE

0
0
8
46

9
E

0
0
8
46

10
ESE

0
0
8
46

11
SSE

0
0
8
46

etcetera

5.5 Characterisation of the Population

Person Type
NUDOS only can handle one type of persons in one 'run' of the program, e.g.
adults or children. This person type is not explicitly requested, but implicitly
determined by the DCC values (Dose Conversion Coefficients) requested in
Section 6.5 of the "source term and site independent input data" and the dose-
risk relation input parameters in Section 6.6.

Inhalation
The breathing rate is fixed in the code to 3E-4 m3/s.

Shielding
There are three different shielding situations:
1. A person is outside during the exposure;
2. A person is inside a building during the exposure;
3. A person is gone during a part of the exposure period.

For long term exposure (i.e. ground shine, ingestion and resuspension, and also
inhalation and cloudshine for routine releases) average shielding factors can be
derived accounting for all shielding situations mentioned above. For a short
release (accidental) the individual dose (and risk) depends on the actual shielding
situation, so the average shielding factors should not be used.
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NUDOS can only handle one set of shielding factors. If the release would cause
unique short term exposure, a conservative approach is inevitable. Use
PLMSHTELD - 1 and GRDSHIELD - 1.

APPLICABLE KEYS
***************
* Person type: choose the appropriate DCC values.
* ADULTS

'PLMSHIELD ' 0.412
* Shielding factor for cloudshine.

'GRDSHIELD ' 0.328
* Shielding factor for groundshine.

'SCHUILFACT' 0.
* > 0: Extra shielding factor applying to groundshine,
* cloudshine and ingestion.
* = 0: No extra shielding.

* adults:
* 84% of the time inside :
* 16% of the time outside:
* Total:

* INHALATION
* B r e a t h i n g r a t e i s f i x e d t o 3 .E-4 m3/s

Local Diet

To calculate the ingestion dose the local diet must be known. However, the
ingestion model is largely simplified in NUDOS. It is assumed that people eat
only two different products that are contaminated: 'leafy vegetables' and 'other
food'. The consumption rates of the products are fixed in the code:

Parameter NUDOS value
leafy vegetables 75 kg/year
other food 450 kg/year

'Leafy vegetables' are contaminated by direct deposition during plume passage,
'other food' is contaminated by root uptake during growth in contaminated
ground. Further it is assumed that the food is grown in the immediate vicinity
of the place a person lives in (the "local production & local consumption"
assumption).

CL
0 .3
1.0
.412

GR
0.2
1.0
.328

I H
1.
1 .
1 .
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6. SITE AND SOURCE TERM
INDEPENDENT INPUT

This chapter describes the input of the values of the model parameters that are
site and source independent (e.g. half-life of nuclides). In contrast with the
previous chapters it is assumed that the reader is familiar with the models
implemented in NUDOS. A description of these models can be found in [1]. The
parameters described here are all independent of site and source term, so
normally it is not necessary to change these values.

6.1 Half-life of Nuclides and Decay Chains

This is dealt with in the input data block 'NUCLIDES ' in Section 3.2. In
future version of NUDOS the source term input will be separated from the
nuclide half life input. Also an improved decay chain model is expected.

6.2 Dispersion Model Parameters

For routine releases "National Model for dispersion", given in [4,5], is
implemented. The dispersion model implemented for acidental releases is in
accordance with the Guidelines PSAS [6]. These models require values for the
following parameter:
- plume development model;
- model of mixing layer;
- model describing the wind speed increase with height;
- plume rise model;
- which weather classes include rain.

In the following sub-sections each model input is discussed. The example usage
follows at the end of this section.

6.2.1 Plume modelling parameter values

The dispersion of nuclides in the atmosphere is modelled for a number of given
meteorological conditions. To obtain the required meteorological statistics, each
weather type occurring must be classified as one of these meteorological
conditions, for which the dispersion is known.
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class
class
class
class

1:
2:
2:
3:

range (m/s)
suggested
0 - 2
> 2
2 - 6
>6

The dispersion characteristics (see Section 6.2) are based on:
1. the Pasquill-Gifford classification of stability (classes A to F) and a rain class

"R".
2. wind speed classes:

representative windspeed (m/s)
(see Section 6.2)
1.45 for all stability classes
4.00 for stability class A, B, E and F
4.00 for stability class C and D
8.00 for stability class C and D

3. wind direction:
NUDOS can handle 1 to 16 sectors. It should however be noted that the
number of sectors is already determined by 'SECTORS ' in Section 5.4 on
grid definition for the population data. Also the identification of each sector
with a point of the compass is determined by the population grid. A
common standard is to have the centre of sector 1 pointing north and further
counting the sectors clockwise.

In NUDOS the plume is considered to have a Gaussian profile. The centre of the
plume is pointing in the wind direction. During a release at a given time and
during the subsequent dispersion process the wind direction is assumed not to
change. The size of the plume at a given distance depends normally only on the
stability class. In the Netherlands one exception is required: for very large
windspeeds in stability class D the plume growth versus distance is smaller than
for relatively small wind speeds.

Relevant parameters: "ALy, BLy, AHy, BHy, Az, Bz"

C a l c u l a t i o n of s igma_y

10 m : s igma_y(x ) = z 0 A 0 . 2 * ALy * x^BLy [m], x i n [m]
100 m: s igma_y(x) = AHy * xABHy [m] , x i n [m]

For heights in between sigma_y(x) is linearly interpolated, for heights lower or
higher the sigma_y formula of the nearest height is used.
In the formula for sigma_y (10 m) zO is the roughness length ('SURFACE')

Calculation of sigma_z

sigma_z(x) = Cz(x) * Az * x^Bz [m], x in [m]
Cz(x) = (10*z0)'N{0.53*xA-0.22}/ x in [m]

In the formula for Cz zO is the roughness length ('SURFACE')
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6.2.2 Model of plume in mixing layer

A Gaussian plume has infinite dimensions and therefore wouldn't fit in the
mixing layer. It is assumed that, in vertical direction, the sides of the plume
reflect against the ground (height is zero) and against the top of the mixing
layer.
Relevant parameters: "Hmix"

6.2.3 Wind speed versus height

As wind speed increases with height, a model is implemented that gives the
windspeed at each given height:

Relevant parameters: "U10, m"

Wind speed p r o f i l e

If H in [10,200] then : U(H) = U10 * (H/10)m (m/s)
H in (m)

Outside this interval the wind speed of the nearest
height is used

6.2.4 Plume rise

If the gases released have a temperature larger than the environment (e.g. in case
of a fire), the plume containing the release will rise. The actual increase of the
plume axis depends on the stability class. In the current implementation the
plume rise for instable/neutral stability differs from the plume rise in stable
conditions. However, the stability class is only implicitly determined by the
plume development parameter values. (For convenience the classification codes
"Al" ... "R3" are listed at the end of the input lines. This code is not used by
NUDOS.) Therefore, for each set of plume development parameter values a
value for "PI" is requested that determines whether the set represents a
instable/neutral weather type or a stable weathertype.

For most NUDOS calculations the Gaussian plume model parameters are given
as follows: stability classes A - D (instable/neutral) are associated with numbers
(l,...,10) and (15,16,17), and classes E and F are associated with (11,..,14). In
that case parameter DEFPLMRISE can be set to 1, and for each class "PI" will
automatically be set to the suitable value.

Relevant parameter: PI, DEFPLMRISE
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6.2.5 Implementation of rain scenarios

As for the plume rise, NUDOS cannot determine whether a weather type is
accompanied by rain if only the plume development parameters are available.
If the input parameter "rain" is set to " 1 " NUDOS assumes persistent rain during
the release and dispersion process. If "rain" is zero no rain is assumed.

The preceding version of NUDOS only could run with either rain for all
dispersion calculation or no rain at all. The relevant input parameter is
RAINFALL. In the current implementation for RAINFALL=O, rain scenarios are
dealt with as discussed in the paragraph above, and for RAINFALL=1 rain is
assumed for all dispersion calculations.

It is not recommended to use RAINFALL =1 for probabilistic calculations or
routine releases.

Relevant parameter: RAINFALL, Rain

6.2.6 Dispersion Model Parameters; Example Usage

APPLICABLE KEYS

'CLIMATES ' 17
* Number of weather categories

* Specify for each weather category the values for the
* dilution models
* ALy, BLy, AHy, BHy, Az, Bz: Gaussian Plume Parameter
* Values (see description)
* U10 Windspeed (m/s) at 10 m height
* m Windspeed profile width height (see description)
* Hmix Height (m) of the mixing layer
* Rain Rainfall (1) or not (0) during dilution process
* Plr Should be (1) for neutral or instable or rain,
* should be (0) for stable and dry classes
* id Identification of weather class
*
*ALy BLy AHy BHy Az Bz U10 m Hmix Rain PlR id

1.
1.
1.
1.

94
94
36
36
77
77
77
47
47
47
36
36

.865

.865

.886

.886

.897

.897

.897

.907

.907

.907

.902

.902

.40

.40

.40

.40

.36

.36

.36

.36

.36

.32

.31

.31

.91

.91

.91

.91

.86

.86

.86

.86

.86

.78

.71

.71

.28

.28

.23

.23

.22

.22

.22

.20

.20

.20

.15

.15

.90

.90

.85

.85

.80

.80

.80

.76

.76

.76

.73

.73

1.45
4
1.45
4.
1.45
4.
8.
1.45
4.
8.
1.45
4.

.1

.1

.1

.1

.16

.16

.16

.16

.16

.16

.30

.30

1500.
1500.
1500.
1500.
1000.
1000.
1000.
500.
500.
500.
200.
200.

0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0

1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
0
0

Al
A2
Bl
B2
Cl
C2
C3
Dl
D2
D3
El
E2
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. 24 . 9 0 2 . 3 1 . 7 1 . 1 2 . 6 7 1 . 4 5 . 3 0 2 0 0 . 0 0 F l

. 24 . 9 0 2 . 3 1 . 7 1 . 1 2 . 6 7 4 . . 3 0 2 0 0 . 0 0 F2

.47

.47

.47

. 9 0 7

. 9 0 7

. 9 0 7

.36

.36

.32

.86

.86

.78

.20

.20

.20

.76

.76

.76

1
4
8

.45
m

.16

.16

.16

5 0 0 .
5 0 0 .
5 0 0 .

1
1
1

1
1
1

Rl
R2
R3

* Plume Rise:
'DEFPLMRISE' 0
* = 1: automatically:
* P1R=1 for weatherclasses [1..10] and [15..17]
* and P1R=O for weather classes [11..14]
* = 0: P1R must be specified in data block 'CLIMATES'

* Rain scenarios:
'RAINFALL ' 0
* -= 1: assume rainfall for all weatherclasses
* = 0: rainfall specified for each weatherclass
* in data block 'CLIMATES'

6.3 The TOPHAT model

NUDOS uses the TOPHAT model for simulating accidental releases. In the
TOPHAT model the Gaussian plume shape is approached by a much simpler
shape. At a given distance from the source it is assumed that inside the plume
the concentrations have a constant value, and outside the plume concentrations
are zero. The parameter TOPHAT specifies the width of the TOPHAT plume.
At a given distance the Gaussian plume width is represented by the parameter
ay (see [6]). The total width of the TOPHAT-plume is:

W i d t h ^ . ^ - 2 x TOPHAT x oy

All nuclides in a Gaussian plume segment (i.e. from y=-<» to y=°° and from x
to x+Ax) must be accounted for in the respective TOPHAT plume segment (i.e.
from y=-TOPHATxoy to y=TOPHATxay and from x to x+Ax). The
concentration in the TOPHAT is determined by this nuclide-balance.

It can be shown that if TOPHAT = 1.2522 the TOPHAT concentration is equal
to the Gaussian centre-line concentration. If a value smaller than 1.2522 is
chosen for TOPHAT, the concentration inside the "tophat" is larger than the
concentration in the centre of the Gaussian plume. If a larger value of TOPHAT
is used, the size of the "tophat" plume grows, but the concentration inside
decreases.
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APPLICABLE KEYS
***************
"TOPHAT ' 1.2522
* This value specifies the width of the TOPHAT plume.
* At a given distance the Gaussian plume width is
* represented by the parameter sigmaY. The total width
* of the TOPHAT-plume is:
* Width(tophat-plume) = 2 x TOPHAT x sigmaY
* Default: 1.5.

'DETERMSTIC 0
* The key 'DETERMSTIC' may overrule the TOPHAT value.
* If DETERMSTIC is set to one, the TOPHAT-concentration
* will equal the centreline Gaussian plume
* concentration (it can be shown that this is equal to
* TOPHAT=1.2522).

Note: for routine releases the TOPHAT-model is not used.

The key 'DETERMSTIC' may overrule the TOPHAT value. If DETERMSTIC
is set to one, the TOPHAT-concentration will equal the centreline Gaussian
plume concentration (i.e. TOPHAT= 1.2522). DETERMSTIC=O does not affect
the value for TOPHAT.

6.4 Food Chain Nuclide Transfer

There are two ways assumed in which food gets contaminated: deposition of
nuclides on the plants, followed by consumption of this plant (in the NUDOS
output described as 'direct deposition') and uptake of nuclides by the root if the
plant grows in contaminated ground.

Direct deposition on plants during cloud passage

The process of deposition on the plants is assumed to be equal to deposition on
ground. To calculate the amount of nuclides deposited on the plant, it is
necessary to estimate the ground area a plant covers, per kilogram of
consumable product. The reciprocal of this parameter is used in the code:
Y = yb kg/m means: 1 kg of fresh-eaten product covers l/yb m during

growth;
Yp = y kg/m2 means: 1 kg of stored-product covers 1/y m2 during growth.
Note: Parameter "Y" is sometimes referred to as "yield", which is not correct.

Fresh eaten products ("B") are assumed to be eaten directly after the deposition.
Stored products ("P") are not immediately harvested after the deposition, so
some activity may be washed-of due to rain. This is modelled as:

Remaining fraction of nuclides = exp(-A.wasl>offxtk); tk is time to harvest.

After harvest the stored products are stored for L, days.
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All values
parameter
YB

Yp

^-wash-off -

are for the
NUDOS

• 1.6

• 2 . 4

• ln(2)/15
• 1 4

'direct deposition' path are fixed in the code:
value
kg/m2

kg/m2

day"1

days
ty - 10 days

Root uptake

After deposition on the ground, the nuclides spread through the top layer of the
ground. This top layer has thickness "h". The mass of the ground in this top
layer is pm , assuming the ground is dry. The uptake of the plant during growth
in contaminated ground is defined as "TP-ING", and is nuclide (element)
specific.

The concentration in the plant, if it is grown in contaminated ground, can be
calculated as:

Cdried-plant (Bq /kg) = TP-ING * Cdried-ground (Bq/kg) -
- TP-ING x Csurface (Bq/m2) / p m (kg/m2)

The contamination of the ground will cause a contamination of each subsequent
harvest. The contamination of each harvest will decrease in time due to:
1. natural decay of the nuclides;
2. the nuclides will move to lower or other parts of the soil, that is not used by

the plants;
3. the nuclides may get bounded in a way that plants will not absorb them.
Only natural decay is accounted for in NUDOS.

In NUDOS the consumption of nuclides due to subsequent harvests in tB years
are all accounted to the first year ingestion.
Note: if for example the fifty-years integrated dose is calculated tB should be set

to 50, and DCC values for fifty years of exposure should be used.
However, in that case the dose due to nuclides ingested after 49 years is
still integrated up to another 50 years, which will lead to an
overestimation of the fifty years dose (dose received in 0 - 50 years after
the release).

In NUDOS the following values are implemented:
parameter NUDOS value
p m - 280 kg/m (this value can be associated with h = 20 cm.)
tB - 50 years
TP-ING - requested in input in Section 6.5
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6.5 Dose Conversion Coefficients and Root Uptake
Factors

For each nuclide given in the inventory (and daughters - see Section 3.2) the
dose conversion coefficients and the root uptake factors must be provided.
NUDOS uses four exposure pathways: exposure to the 'radiating cloud',
inhalation of nuclides during cloud passage, exposure to radiation from
contaminated ground, consumption of contaminated food.

The uptake of the plant during growth in contaminated ground is requested as
"TP-ING" (see Section 6.4)

Note that the values of the DCC's depend on the organ, are sex/age dependent,
and also depend on the requested integration time. So the DCC-data should be
preceded by a string containing information about the "target" organ, person type
and integration time.

APPLICABLE KEY

'HEALTH FAC 4
* = 4: number of exposure pathways considered
* (always 4)

* ICRP-60 effective dose, adults, 50 year integrated:
*

'#' 'GROUND' 'SHINE' 'INHALATION' 'INGESTION' 'TP-ING'
1.0E-17 1.0E-15 1.0E-10 1.0E-10 1.0E-2

* [(Sv/s)/ [(Sv/s)/ [Sv/Bq] [Sv/Bq] [(Bq/kg)/
* (Bq/m2)] (Bq/m3)] (Bq/kg)]
*

1 180 .0 100 .0 560 .0 3 0 . 0 2 .0 Co-60
2 0 .24 0 .075 85 .0 130 .0 5 .0 Cs-137
3 4 8 . 0 2 4 . 0 0 .0018 0 .0069 3 . 0 B a - 1 3 7 m
*

6.6 Dose Risk Relation

NUDOS can calculate a risk from the one (organ) dose calculated. The following
model is implemented, if the code is used in the "accidental release mode":

Risk - 1 if dose > H;
Risk - (dose - L) / (H - L) if L < dose < H;
Risk = 0 if dose < L.

dose, L, and H in Sv.

The following values are suggested:
doses in Sv

acute effect dose threshold LD50 L H
1. haematopoietic Red Bone Marrow 1.5 3.7 1.5 5.2
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2.

3.

syndrome
pulmonary
syndrome
gastrointestinal
syndrome

stochastic effect

1 day
Lung;

lower
colon;

1 day

intestine;
1 day

dose

8 4 12

10 8 12

risk-factor L H
1. fatal cancer/leukaemia effective dose 0.05 Sv'1 le-20(* 20

in 50 years ICRP-60
(* L=0 would disable the risk calculation. L=le-20 Sv will cause a negligible

underestimation of the risk.

Note: Ingestion dose is not accounted for in the health effects calculation.

'ACUTE ' 0
* KEY to indicate the calculation of acute effects.
* Default: 0.
* After the identification string 1 or 2 parameters
* follow:
* 'ACUTE ' L H
* L: lower bound of the linear
* dose-effect relation (threshold)
* H: upper bound of the linear
* dose-effect relation
* L=0: no calculation of acute effects.
* If acute effects are calculated: NO COLLECTIVE DOSES
* CAN BE CALCULATED
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7. INSTALLATION OF NUDOS92 AT ECN

7.1 Location of the Source Files

The source files are located on the hard disk /data2 of the IBM work station
nucrvO2 (RS 6000 system). The maintenance of the program is carried out by
the 'software beheerder', who is also responsible for the NUDOS documentation
(e.g. this document).

Currently there are three officially controlled versions:
description executable

stratego oldest available version /data2/nudos/NUDOS/NUDOS/stratego/nudos
ap main update in 1992 /data2/nudos/NUDOS/NUDOS/ap/nudos
nudos92 slight modifications '92 /data2/nudos/NUDOS/NUDOS/nudos92/nudos

The source files are located in a subdirectory 'src' in the same directory as the
executable nudos* of each version.

7.2 Instructions for Using NUDOS92 at ECN

To run the program NUDOS it must be linked (using the command 'In') as
follows:

% In -s /data2/nudos/NUDOS/NUDOS

The command syntax to run NUDOS is:
% NUDOS {version-name} {inputfile-name} {ouputfile-name}

e.g.: contains:
• nudos92 • copy inputfile
• ap • nudos (exe) OUTPUT
• stratego • list of additional fort-files

Additional output files ("fort-files") are placed in the current working directory.
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Versions

There are three controlled versions available: 'stratego', ap' and !nudos92':
• 'stratego' is the original 1992 version. This version was developed on a sun
workstation. Minor modifications were needed to create an executable on the
RS 6000 system.
• 'ap' version is an improved version of 'stratego' (by Arjen Poley). Main
improvement is that 'rain' weathertypes can be included in a probabilistic run.
• 'nudos92' is a 'cleaned' version of 'ap': headers of the results and outputfile
directing has been improved. Results are (numerical) identical to the results of
the 'ap' version.

For new calculations: use 'nudos92'.

Inputfile

It is strongly recommended to use the comment lines in the input file to store
the well-founded arguments for the choice of the input values. A good way to
proceed is to use a modify a qualified input file (or one of the sample input files
in the directory /data2/nudos/nudos92/sample) to obtain a correct input file.

Outputfile
The nudos executable creates the outputfile OUTPUT, and sometimes additional
outputfiles (fort-files) that give data for contourplots, etc. The inputfile, the
outputfile OUTPUT and an overview of the fort files created in the run are
stored in the specified outputfile. The fort-files are available after a run, but may
be overwritten after a new run.

Scriptfile NUDOS

The scriptfile NUDOS enables the usage of controlled versions. The 'progamma
beheerder' can, if necessary, create a user's personal version of nudos.

NUDOS performs the following actions:
1. checks arguments (version name, inputfile name and outputfile name);
2. creates a directory 'rundir', runs nudos in this directory;
3. adding of the outputfiles to one file.

The possibility of debugging is enabled. In case of a crash, go to the directory
rundir and type (if you are familiar with dbx):
% dbx -I src nudos
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8.1 Program Flow

8.1.1 Main Program

The main program is NUDOS. The program subsequently calls the following
subroutines:
INTT sets default values to input variables; sets KEYNAMES to identify

the input strings (subroutine RESET);
INPUT reads the user supplied input file;
LEAK calculates the amount of radioactivity leaked from the source;
DILLUT calculates atmospherical dispersion and deposition;
HEALTH calculates doses and (the probability of) health effects;
FINALR output processing;
CLFIL closes files.

8.1.2 Input Processing

The subroutine INPUT (called from NUDOS) reads all data from the user
supplied input file and controls the input processing. The following subroutines
are called subsequently:
GETMOD Reads and checks all keynames and reads the associated values

(like number of nuclides, number of climates, etc.) - Rewinds the
input file.

PRMOD Prints the information read in GETMOD.
A loop is started to read all input lines:

RCHECK Reads one line from the input file, and determines which of the
following input blocks is pointed by the keyname.

GETNUCL Reads all nuclide data.
GETACC Reads all source term data. All input variables are identified

by a key. Reads the parameter values for the dose/health-
effects relation (acute).

GETCLIM For each meterological bin GETCLIM reads the plume
development parameter values, windspeed parameter values,
raindata.

GETTOP Reads the griddefinition.
GETPOP Reads population data.
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GETHFAC Reads Dose Conversion Coefficients.
(A selection of) the data read is printed by:
PRACCID Source term data and dose/health-effects relation.
PRNUCL Nuclide data.
PRCLIM Data of the reference weather conditions for each meteorological

bin.
PRPOP Printout population data.
PRHFAC Printout DCC.

8.1.3 Dispersion and Deposition Calculation

The subroutines LEAK and DILLUT, called by the main program NUDOS,
calculate the amount of radioactivity leaked from the source, resp. calculates
atmospherical dispersion and deposition.

Subroutine DILLUT calls subsequently the following subroutines:
WAKEDI Building effects on initial plume dimension and plume axis height.
PLMRS Plume rise due to the temperature of released gases.
DISPRS Calculation of the plume parameters o en az at the calculated

plume axis height for all meteorological classes and grid distances,
calculation of the dilution factors.
• accidental release: in the Tophat (for accidental release).
• routine release: in the sector that contains the plume.

WVELPH Calculation of wind velocity at the calculated plume axis height for
all windspeed classes.

PNTFAC Penetration of the plume through the top of the mixing layer for all
stability classes.

TOTDIL Calculation of dilution factors including the mixing layer height, the
exposure periods (regarding several "evacuation" times and other
output request options: "dostmp" and "follow").

ISOCON Calculation of the Time Integrated Air Concentration and the
Ground concentration in the sector/tophat for all nuclides and grid-
distances. Here the deposition/depletion integral is solved.

8.1.4 Dose Calculation

The subroutine HEALTH is called from the main program NUDOS. This
subroutine controls calculation of doses. The following subroutines calculate the
dose in each grid-element and weather-type:
EXPINH Calculation of the dose due to cloudshine exposure (using function

SHINE, which calls GETIND, LOGINT and LGRINT, for
calculating the cloud shape correction factor) and the dose due to
inhalation of activity in the plume.

EXPGRD Calculation of groundshine dose, using GETFRAC to determine the
groundshine dose for periods limited by "evacuation times".

EXPING Calculates the individual ingestion doses based on a diet and the
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"Local Production & Local Consumption" assumption.
CNTRLS For normal releases this subroutine calculates the yearly average

doses.
CLDOEQ This routine calculates collective doses in the area covered by the

grid.

8.1.5 Output Processing and Optional Risk Calculation

The subroutine FINALR, called by the main NUDOS, controls the output
processing. The following subroutines are called subsequently:
1. if release is accidental and no "evacuation" option, the following results are

printed for each grid distance and for each meteorological bin:
PRACON Prints the Tophat Time Integrated Air Concentrations,

summed for all nuclides.
PRDEPO Prints for selected nuclides the Tophat Ground

Concentrations.
PRDOEQ(1,..) Prints tophat dose due to plume exposure.
PRDOEQ(2,..) Prints tophat dose due to inhalation.
PREVAC This routine first calculates the position in time of the cloud

with GETBRD. Then doses for different "evacuation" times
are calculated using GETFRAC and the cloud position. Then
the subroutine EMERGY determines where selected dose
levels are exceeded.
If one weathersequence has been selected contours can be
calculated of dose rate, dose, deposition, and
airconcentration. To calculate contours PREVAC calls the
subroutines CALVAL and CNTOUR.
Further a breakdown of the doses to all pathways is printed
in the standard output file.

PRDOEQ(7,..) Prints tophat dose due to ingestion of direct contaminated
food.

PRDOEQ(8,..) Prints tophat dose due to 50 years of ingestion of food
contaminated via root uptake.

PRCODO Prints either collective doses, or calculates and prints risks
and numbers of health effects. Assuming the tophat model,
for each grid distance and weather type the (local) collective
dose is printed, or the risk inside the tophat and the number
of fatalities (inside the tophat).

PRNUDO Prints a breakdown of the dose to all nuclides for selected
grid-elements and selected weather type.

2. for routine releases
PRCONT Prints the average air concentration and the average

deposition rate (in (Bq/m2)/year) in each grid element.
Prints for all grid elements the doses for all pathways and the
summed dose.
Calculates and prints the collective doses.
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3. if release is accidental and evacuation option used:
PRACON
PRDEPO
PRDOEQ(1,..)
PRDOEQ(2,..)
PREVAC
PRCODO
PRNUDO

Block 1 and 3 are equal, except for calls on PRDOEQ(7,..) and PRDOEQ(8,..).
All descriptions of block 3 already in block 1.

Unused print subroutines
The following subroutines are available in the source of NUDOS92, but are not
called from any subroutine:
PRCOFA Prints a correction factor for the mixing layer height. This was

related to an implementation of the mixing layer model in
CRFMXH, where the mixing layer height could increase (?).

PRCTRL Prints all types of debug data.
PRPLWD Prints the tophat-plumewidth.
PRVDIS Prints or

MKPLFL Prints data of deposition and doses for post processing to file
fort. 10.

CRFMXH Calculation of the mixing height for all stability categories and
distances (i.e. travel times) from the source.

8.1.6 General Purpose Subroutines

I/O file handling
IO-unit numbers and filenames are assigned in INIT and RESET. Closing of all
files is performed by CLFIL, which is called by the main program NUDOS. For
each opened file CLFTL calls FCLOSE to close the file.

Output File Lay Out
The following subroutines are used to enhance the lay out of the output files:
HEADER Prints a selected string.
NEWLINE Prints an empty line.
NEWPAGE Increases the page number, prints a page header, and prints the

version ID.
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8.2 Data Flow

Data exchange between subroutines takes place through the arguments of the
subroutines or via (include) common blocks. Program Control requires that the
function and meaning of each variable is explained in a comment block at the
start of each subroutine. This requirement is not fulfilled.

8.2.1 Output Process

The major output arrays are:

AC(climat,distance,nuclide) in "include CLIMAT.h" contains the (time
integrated) airconcentration at groundlevel for each nuclide:
- accidental release: tophat result in Bq-s/m3 assuming a "plume meander"

duration of 10 minutes.
- routine release: sector result in ((Bq-s/m3)/year).

AIRCON(climat,distance) in "include RESULT.h" contains the (time integrated)
airconcentration at groundlevel summed for all nuclides:
- accidental release: tophat result in Bq-s/m3 assuming a "plume meander"

duration of 10 minutes.
- routine release: sector result in ((Bq-s/m )/year).

DEPOS(climat,distance,index) in "include RESULT.h" contains the deposition
result:

index:
=1 summed for all nuclides.
-2 .. 7 for user selected nuclides.

- accidental release: tophat result in Bq/m2 assuming a "plume meander"
duration of 10 minutes.

- routine release: sector result in (Bq/m2)/year.

Note: the deposition result per nuclide is not transferred through the program.
Therefore the deposition result is recalculated in some subroutines using AC and
a recalculated value of the deposition velocity. These subroutines are: ISOCON
(calculation of AC and DEPOS), EXPGRD and EXPING.

DOSEQ(path,climat,distance) in "include RESULT.h" contains the dose results.
- accidental release: tophat result in Sv assuming a "plume meander"

duration of 10 minutes.
- routine release: sector result in Sv/year.
Path:
-1 cloudshine dose
=2 inhalation dose
=3 groundshine dose (LPER=1)
=4 groundshine dose (LPER=2)
=5 groundshine dose (LPER=3)
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-6 groundshine dose (LPER=4)
-6 groundshine dose (LPER=5)
=7 ingestion dose from direct deposition
-8 ingestion dose from root-uptake
=9 not-used
=10 not-used
=11 not-used
=12 not-used
Climate:

for each climate the tophat result (accident release) or the sector result
(routine release).

Distance:
for each distance (centre of the grid element).

8.2.2 10 files overview

FORTRAN-unit

*

1

5

FILENAAM

screen(out)

screen(in)

fort.l

INPUT

gebruikt in ROUTINE

GETACC GETMOD NUDOS
RCHECK

FCONNCT GETMOD RCHECK
SCRNVER

FOPEN

FCONNCT GETACC GETCLIM

6

11

15-19

20-24

25-29

30-34

35-39

40-44

45-49

50-54

OUTPUT

fort. 11

fort.xx

fort.xx

fort.xx

fort.xx

fort.xx

fort.xx

fort.xx

fort.xx

55-59 fort.xx

GETHFAC GETMOD GETNUCL

GETPOP INPUT RCHECK SCRNVER

"print"-uitvoer

Overzicht additionele uitvoerfiles

PREVAC detail grond-volgdosis

PREVAC interventie-afstanden

PREVAC detail grond + pluim

PREVAC detail totale dosis

PREVAC detail pluimdosis

PREVAC detail inhalatiedosistempo

PREVAC detail gronddosistempo

PREVAC contouren groundshine;
selected levels

PREVAC contouren dosistempo
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FORTRAN-unit FILENAAM gebruikt in ROUTINE

60-64

65-69

70-74

fort.xx

fort.xx

fort.xx

75

80-84

85

86-90

91

92

93

94

98

99

fort.75

fort.xx

fort.85

fort.xx

fort.91

fort.92

fort.93

fort.94

fort.98

fort.99

PREVAC contouren groundshine;
automatic levels

PREVAC contouren total dose; selected
levels

PREVAC contouren total dose;
automatic levels

PREVAC contouren cloudshine

PREVAC contouren depositie

PREVAC contouren air concentration

PREVAC detail depositie

CLDOEQ IDCD

CNTRLS alle doses routine release

PREVAC uitvoer restricted

PRCODO uitvoer CCDF collectieve
dosis/acute s.o.

PREVAC aankomst front pluim

PREVAC aankomst back pluim

8.3 Details on the Implementation of the Models

8.3.1 Release Fraction Specification

The simplest approach of specifying a release is to assume an inventory at time
is zero, and to assume that all nuclides are released at once. In this case it is
sufficient to specify release fractions for all nuclides. Hoewever, most users only
have available the inventory at a given time before the release starts. Therefore
NUDOS is able to calculate the decay and buildup of nuclides during a delay
period. Further, the release may take several hours (or days), so the code must
also deal with decay and buildup during this release period.

Subroutine LEAK calculates a release value that can be associated with
^delay " T<juratjon ~ 0; i-e. this release effectively would result in the same
consequences as the actual release if the "timing" of the exposure (i.e. begin and
end of the exposure) is not considered; LEAK calls PRLEAK to print the result.
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The time integrated concentration of a nuclide is calculated as follows:

fraction, nh ?*
TIC = D(x,yj) x — x / inventory{t)dt

duration,,nl , J.
ttok leak^M

The result PRLEAK prints is:

release = — x f inventory(t)dt
duration^ J

For short lived nuclides this method of specifying a release may require release
fractions larger than one. This is explained using the following example:

In the problem investigated the Ra-228 was chemically bounded, but the Rn-220
produced in the decay chain was (partly) released. This was modelled by
assuming zero release fractions for the parent nuclide, and release fraction of 1
for gases (Rn-220). NUDOS should handle the decay and buildup of the Rn-220
activity during the release. To test this, some calculations were performed. If the
dose when the container is open for 5 hours, is compared with the dose if the
container is open for 10 hours, the dose should double. However, a calculation
with 10 hours release duration gave the same dose. This result is obviously
incorrect.

The explanation is as follows:
As for most cases, in this case the dose is proportional to the Time Integrated
Concentration (TIC) of Rn-220 at a given position. NUDOS calculates the TIC
using formula (1).

If Tdur is doubled, the resulting time integral over inventory(t) doubles too
(because Rn-220 is produced continuously from its parent, inventory(t) is
constant in time). This causes the anticipated increase of the dose. However, the
release rate (fractionlealt/durationleak) decreases by a factor two, so the value of
TIC and the dose remains unchanged.

Obviously, the formula NUDOS uses to calculate the TIC is not applicable to
gaseous daughters: because Ra-228 is relatively long lived, the activity of Rn-
220 in the container remains constant. A more detailed study of the release
process of Rn showed that only 30% of the Rn-220 produced is released (70%
has decayed before it reaches the atmosphere).
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The release rate of Rn-220 is (as long as the container is open):

release-rate - D(x,y£) x XRn_2TO x inventory^Ra -228) (3)

where:

inventory(Ra228) equals the number of atoms of Rn-220 produced per

second

0.3 is the ratio between the number of atoms produced and

the number of atoms released.

"̂Rn-220 ' s n e e ( ted to convert the number of atoms released to the

activity released.

The actual value of the TIC is therefore:

TIC = D(x,yj) x 0.3 x X ^ . ^ x inventory{Ra -228) x duration^ (4)

An "effective" release fraction ( f ) for Rn-220 can be calculated that will cause

NUDOS to give correct results:

fl -""
,yj) x x / inventory(i)dt

duration. . , {
leak Uak^.-

x 0.3 x A ^ ^ o x inventoryiRa -228) x durationleak =

(5)
— x I inventorv(f)dt

duration.

So:

/ 0.3 x A.^.220 x inventory{Ra-22%) x durationUak

f = ^ 3 (6)
J inventory(t)dt

In an equilibrium condition the activity of Rn-220 inventory(t) equals the

activity of Ra-228 in the source so:

[ inventory(f)dt = inventory(Ra -228) x duration^

So:

f = 0-3 x ^ - 2 2 0 * duration^ (8)

For a 5 hours release: f = 67 (instead of f=l)

and a 10 hours release: f - 134 (instead of f=l)
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In spite of the short half life of Rn-220 the increase from release fraction (f=l)
to the "effective" release fraction (f'=67) was sufficient to result in significant
larger dose estimates.

Note that most users will mistakenly use the factor 0.3 as release fraction,
instead of using it as a parameter to determine the "effective release fraction" f.

8.3.2 Implementation of Dilution of Routine and Accidental
Releases

To calculate the dilution for both routine and accidental releases a modified
model of the Gaussian plume has been implemented:
• routine releases

It is assumed that the plume is confined in the sector (1/12 of the complete
circle) the wind is blowing towards. For each given distance from the source,
the concentration within the sector is constant.

• accidental releases
For each given distance from the source it is assumed that, within the plume,
the concentration is constant. The width of the plume is proportional with the
value of o .

In the subroutine DISPRS dilution coefficients are calculated (DISPER in s/m3)
for both routine and accidental releases. DISPER contains the dilution due to
vertical dispersion and the windspeed, while another array (the plume width
expressed as part of the circle: FC) contains the "a dispersion". The difference
between routine releases and accidental releases is restricted to FC:
routine releases FC - 1/12 (the code is fixed to 12 sectors for routine

releases).
accidental releases FC - 2xTOPHATxOy/(2xPIxdistance) where oy is

calculated for a "plume meander" duration of 10 minutes.

The "Gaussian formula" is derived for continuous releases, i.e. it gives a relation
between the release rate (Bq/s) and the concentration at any location (Bq/m3).
This is implemented in ISOCON as follows:
• For accidental releases an effective total release is calculated (Bq) which is

used instead of the release rate. The result of the Gaussian plume formula is
the time integrated concentration: Bq-s/m3.

• For routine releases the (effective) release is stored into the variable ACTTV.
However, this is actually a release rate: ACTIV Bq/year. The Gaussian plume
formula gives now indeed a concentration (like Bq/m3) in a peculiar
dimension: (Bq-s/m3)/year - 3.17E-8 Bq/m3.
Note that the unit seconds is introduced by the windspeed (m/s) in the
Gaussian formula, and the unit year by the release rate (Bq/year).
The header of the printout of the airconcentration produced by PRCONT is
incorrect: instead of AVERAGE TIME INTEGRATED CONCENTRATION
(Bq-s/m3) it should say CONCENTRATION IN 3.17E-8 Bq/m3.
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8.3.3 Subroutine PREVAC

The subroutine PREVAC is a major extension of the NUDOS program,
developed around 1988. This subroutine is not a simple output module, but
performs some calculations. Partly it does some recalculations of doses, and
partly it performs advanced post-processing on the results (calculating "contour
plots"). However, to make sure that the original program flow is not altered by
these extensions, the module has been placed at the end of the program flow, i.e.
the output part of NUDOS.

Evaluation of Emergency Plans
PREVAC evaluates the efficiency of evacuation schemes. First the position in
time of the cloud is calculated using GETBRD. Then doses for different
"evacuation" times are calculated using GETFRAC and the cloud positions and
the results in the array DOSEQ. Then the subroutine EMERGY determines
where selected dose levels (total dose and/or groundshine dose) are exceeded.

Contours
If one weathersequence has been selected contours can be calculated of dose,
dose rate, deposition, and airconcentration. To calculate contours PREVAC calls
the subroutines CALVAL and CNTOUR.

Printout of Breakdown
Further a breakdown of the doses to all pathways is printed in the standard
output file.
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Appendix A SYNTAX OF NUDOS INPUT

Input Preprocessor "Npreproc"

The program Npreproc strips all comment lines and empty lines from the input,
and sorts the input keys. In this way an order is obtained that meets the nudos
executable requirements (see syntax rules below). Npreproc recognises the
following keys and keynames:

Npreproc version JG 12.07.96

The NUDOS code requires the following order:
RELEASE before CLIMATES
REGIONS before POPULATION
SECTORS before POPULATION

Note: in the example the meteorological statistics are attached to WEATHER
instead of attached to CLIMATES. Npreproc corrects this.

These are the keys Npreproc recognises and will sort in the order according to
the following list (meets the input order NUDOS requires):
KEYNAM(l) ='RELEASE '
KEYNAM(2) ='NUCLIDES '
KEYNAM(3) -'REGIONS '
KEYNAM(4) ='SECTORS '
KEYNAM(5) ='WEATHER '
KEYNAM(6) ='CLIMATES '
KEYNAM(7) "'POPULATION'
KEYNAM(8) -'HEALTH FAC

KEYS( 1)='DELAY TIME'
KEYS( 2)='DURATION '
KEYS( 3)='HEIGHT '
KEYS( 4)='DEFPLMRISE'
KEYS( 5)='HEAT FLUX '
KEYS( 6)='BLD HEIGHT'
KEYS( 7)='WIDTH BLD '
KEYS( 8)='CONTINUE '
KEYS( 9)='EVACUATION'
KEYS(10)='ACUTE '
KEYS(11)='PRNUCLIDES'
KEYS(12)='DEPOSITION'
KEYS(13)='PLMSHIELD '
KEYS(14)='GRDSHIELD '
KEYS(15)='SURFACE '
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KEYS(16)=TOPHAT '
KEYS(17)='EMERGLEVEL'
KEYS(18)='RLSFRAC '
KEYS(19)='PRINTREGIO'
KEYS(20)='COLLECTIEF'
KEYS(21)='REDUCE '
KEYS(22)='GRNDFOLLOW
KEYS(23)='DETERMSTIC
KEYS(24)='RAINFALL '
KEYS(25)='SCHUILFACT'
KEYS(26)='UITWASSEN '
KEYS(27)='GNDEMLEVEL'
KEYS(28)='DOSISTEMPO'
KEYS(29)='CONTOUREN '
KEYS(30)='RESTRICTED'
KEYS(31)='SOURCEDIAM'

Syntax rules
The input of NUDOS is guided by KEYNAMES and KEYs (second level). In
principle, the KEYNAME cards may be given in any order, which also applies
to the KEY cards of 'RELEASE '.

Some KEYNAME and KEY cards have to precede others, otherwise default
settings are used. This applies to:
. KEYNAME 'REGIONS ' which has to precede 'POPULATION' with

option 0
. KEYNAME 'SECTORS ' which has to precede 'POPULATION' with

option 0
. KEY 'RAINFALL ' which has to precede KEYNAME 'CLIMATES '
. KEY 'DEFPLMRISE' which has to precede KEYNAME 'CLIMATES '

- No KEYNAME cards may appear in between KEY cards!
- All KEYNAMES and KEYs have to written between single quotes.
- All KEYNAMES and the KEYs of 'RELEASE ' have to start at the first

position of a line, otherwise a line will be skipped.
- Most KEYNAME cards are obliged, KEY cards are optional: otherwise

default assumptions will be used.
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RELEASE

* *
* NUDOS92 INPUT FILE *
* *

'Sample input: Adults Doses for Routine Releases'

* SOURCE TERM INPUT

= Release Specification

'CONTINUE' 1
* = 0 : accidental release
* = 1 : routine release

'NUCLIDES' 3
* = number of nuclides (1 to 140)
* Includes the following data list for each nuclide:
* n identification number of nuclide
* name of nuclide (max 8 characters)
* n(P) identification number of parent nuclide or
* zero.
* halflife of nuclide in Seconds (S), minutes (M),
* hours (H) or Years (Y)
* Vdep dry deposition velocity (m/s)
* Lambda wet deposition washout coefficient (1/s)
* Inventory of given nuclide inside the source (Bq)
* Rel_frac release fraction of the given nuclide

*n name n(P) halflife Vdep Lambda Invent Rel_Frac
1 'Co-60 ' 0 5.272 'Y' .001 .0001 1.0E6 1.0
2 'Cs-137 ' 0 30.17 'Y' .001 .0001 9.0E5 1.0
3 'Ba-137m ' 2 2.55 'M' .001 .0001 0. 0.

'RLSFRAC ' 50.
* = number of releases per year
* Release(nuc) = Invent(nuc) x RLSFRAC x Rel_frac(nuc)

"= Release Condition

'DELAY TIME' 0.0
* Time (hrs) between start of the release and the time
* at which the inventory is specified.

'DURATION ' 1.0
* Duration (hrs) of each release
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'HEIGHT ' 20.
* Height (m) of the release outlet

'BLD HEIGHT' 12.
* Height (m) of the building

'WIDTH BLD ' 200.
* Width (m) of the building

'SOURCEDIAM' 2.
* Diameter of the release outlet

'HEAT FLUX ' 0.

* Temperature of the release gasses expressed in MW.

* OUTPUT REQUESTS

'REDUCE ' 1

* = 0: The print file will contain:
* - information on nuclides
* - overview population by region by sector
* - dose conversion factors
* - calculated activity after leakage
* ========== Average Concentration in Air ============
* The print file always contains the average
* concentration in each sector/region.
* Dimension: 3.17E-8 Bq/m3 = ((Bq.s/m3)/year)

================= Deposition ==

* The print file always contains the sum of the
* activity of the nuclides deposited in one year in
* (Bq/m2)/year in each sector and region.

* ===== == Dose equivalent

* The print file always contains the dose equivalent
* for each region and sector. However, the following
* keys should be set to:

'EVACUATION' 0
* Ground dose will be integrated up to 50 years if
* EVACUATION=0. This integration time must be equal to
* the dose commitment time (see DCC input).

* Print of average yearly dose-equivalent by:
* (1) plume-exposure (Sv/year)
* (2) inhalation (Sv/year)
* (3) ground-exposure (Sv/year)
* (4) ingestion-exposure (Sv/year)
* total yearly dose exclusive ingestion (Sv/year)

* ================= Collective Dose
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'COLLECTIEF' 88
* = 0 : means no collective doses are calculated
* =88 : means all individual doses must be summed
* -'S': means the dose summation must stop at 'S' Sv

* The output for routine releases is given as the
* yearly collective dose excluding ingestion in each
* sector and distance segment.
* Further there is an additional output file with
* diagnostics output: fort.92 (see User Guide).

* SITE DATA INPUT

Site Geographical Characteristics

'SURFACE ' 0.1
* effective roughness length (m) :
* 0.001 m: water

flat surface (grass)
agriculture with trees
rural area, villages
city, no apartment buildings
downtown area

0
0
0
1
3

. 0 3

. 1

. 3

m:
m:
m:
m:
m:

Grid Definition

'REGIONS ' 10
* < 0: minus(number) of regions, next line contains two
* reals:
* rl outer radius of first region (km)
* dr radial length (km) of each other region
* > 0: number of regions (number of radial grid
* elements), next line(s) contain outer radius
* (km) of each region
0.075 0.125 0.575 1.425 2.575
3.425 4.575 5.425 6.575 7.425

'SECTORS ' 12
* Number of winddirections used in the meteorological
* data set (only 12 of 16 sectors allowed).

Meteorological Statistics

'WEATHER ' 17 'Schiphol'
* Identification of the meteorological site
* Number of weather categories

* In the 'CLIMATES' data block the following weather
* classes are defined as followed:
* 1. Pasquill-Guifford classification of stability
* (classes A to F) and a rain class R
* 2. Windspeed-classes:
* range representative windspeed
* (m/s) (m/s)
* class 1: 0 - 2 1.45 for all stability classes
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class 2: > 2 4.00 for classes A, B, E, F
* class 2 : 2 - 6 4.00 for classes C and D
* class 3: > 6 8.00 for classes C and D
* This results in 17 weather-classes:
* <1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13 14 15 16 17>
* <A1 A2 Bl B2 Cl C2 C3 Dl D2 D3 El E2 Fl F2 Rl R2 R3>

* Number of observations in a given time period for
* each weather class specified above and each of the
* SECTORS winddirections. The points of the compass
* (where the wind is blowing from) specified below are
* only valid if SECTORS=12.

*
* 6
* N

267
53
273

1105
48

801
697

1086
2630
2351
182
637

1223
254

7 1
wind
3 9

NNO ONO E

309
72
349
1149
51

642
585
1423
3136
2593
205
1416
1873
626

216
45

212
1040
42

540
801
1144
3265
3216
152
1550
1313
545

362
63

299
1071
50

484
364
796

2062
2172

63
692
926
261

blowing from sector:
10 11 0

ESE SSE S

375
50

350
715
60

429
159
725

1882
1638
90
444
583
147

257
27
263
407
50

314
52
716

2572
2451
85
557
543
171

225
25
214
459
43
495
142
810

4012
7604
115
649
552
166

1

ssw

214
27

214
474
35

552
273
851
5047

13027
124
928
727
227

2

wsw

303
49

318
682
45

633
667
858

3902
14221
116
718
568
184

3
W

289
82

322
1626
57

1303
1257
913
3148
9098
106
386
571
121

4
WNW

177
48

219
669
51

613
244
924
2593
4553
163
527
841
191

5
NNW

228
56

255
749
63

641
280

1138
2656
2891
224
499

1202
198

103 135 109 76 69 68 77 81 81 87 88 108
250 297 310 196 178 244 380 479 370 299 246 252
223 246 305 206 155 232 721 1236 1349 863 432 274

* Total number of observations in the given time
* period:
180386

* NOTE: the winddirection statistics are actually part
* of the CLIMATES input block. However, the input
* preprocessor "Nprproc" will add all data in the
* WEATHER input block to the CLIMATES data block.

=== Population Data

* Referentie Vestigingsplaats volgens KEV
* Tot 1.5 km 1000 inwoners (141.4711 inwoners/km2)
* Tot 5 km 200 inw/km2; 45 graden sector 4 00 inw/km2
* Daarbuiten 4 00 inw/km2; 4 5 graden sector 1000 inw/km2
* (de meest getroffen sector)

'POPULATION' 0
* > 0: Population density data is given in N (<=10)
* following lines with each three reals:
* rO : inner radius of a given area
* rl : outer radius of a given area
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* dP : population density (pp/km2) in this area
* - 0: Population data for each region and sector
* Each of REGIONS lines contains SECTORS numbers
* Note that the points of the compass are rotated
* by 180 degrees compared to the winddirection-
* statistics.
*
* population in sector:
•0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11
*S SSW WSW W WNW NNW N NNE ENE E ESE SSE

0
0

12
63

237
267

0
0
12
63

237
267

0
0

12
63

237
267

0
0
12
63

237
267

0
0

12
63

237
267

0
0

12
63

237
267

0
0

12
63

237
267

0
0
12
63

295
334

0
0

12
63

467
534

0
0

12
63

295
334

0
0
12
63

237
267

0
0
12
63

237
267

482 482 482 482 482 482 482 602 963 602 482 482
677 677 677 677 677 677 677 904 1586 904 677 677

1445 1445 1445 1445 1445 1445 1445 1987 3613 1987 1445 1445
1246 1246 1246 1246 1246 1246 1246 1713 3115 1713 1246 1246

*
* 0-1.
* 1.5-
* > 5
* SUM

5
5

RVP
1000

16081
44963
62044

m this data-set
996

16079
44959
62034

infori eai-i nn r\-f -t- Vi

* Person type: choose the appropriate DCC values.
* ADULTS

'PLMSHIELD ' 0.412
* Shielding factor for cloudshine.

'GRDSHIELD ' 0.328
* Shielding factor for groundshine.

'SCHUILFACT' 0.
* > 0: Extra shielding factor applying to groundshine,
* cloudshine and ingestion.
* = 0: No extra shielding.

* adults: CL
* 84% of the time inside : 0.3
* 16% of the time outside: 1.0
* Total: .412

* Diet (adults):
* 75 kg/year leafy vegetables from home garden
* 450 kg/year other food from home garden

* SITE AND SOURCE TERM INDEPENDENT INPUT

* ======== Half-life of Nuclides and Decay chains
* Already specified in data block 'RELEASE'
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Dispersion Modelling Parameter Values

'CLIMATES ' 17
* Number of weather categories

* Specify for each weather category the values for the
* dilution models
* ALy, BLy, AHy, BHy, Az, Bz: Gaussian Plume Parameter
* Values (see description)
* U10 Windspeed (m/s) at 10 m height
* m Windspeed profile width height (see description)
* Hmix Height (m) of the mixing layer
* Rain Rainfall (1) or not (0) during dilution process
* Plr Should be (1) for neutral or instable or rain,
* should be (0) for stable and dry classes
* id Identification of weather class

*ALy

1
1
1
1

.94

.94

.36

.36

.77

.77

.77

.47

.47

.47

.36

.36

.24

.24

.47

.47

.47

BLy

.865

.865

.886

.886

.897

.897

.897

.907

.907

.907

.902

.902

.902

.902

.907

.907

.907

AHy

.40

.40

.40

.40

.36

.36

.36

.36

.36

.32

.31

.31

.31

.31

.36

.36

.32

BHy

.91

.91

.91

.91

.86

.86

.86

.86

.86

.78

.71

.71

.71

.71

.86

.86

.78

Az

.28

.28

.23

.23

.22

.22

.22

.20

.20

.20

.15

.15

.12

.12

.20

.20

.20

Bz

.90

.90

.85

.85

.80

.80

.80

.76

.76

.76

.73

.73

.67

.67

.76

.76

.76

U10

1.45
4
1.45
4.
1.45
4.
8.
1.45
4.
8.
1.45
4.
1.45
4.

1.45
4.
8.

m Hmix Rain

.1

.1

.1

.1

.16

.16

.16

.16

.16

.16

.30

.30

.30

.30

.16

.16

.16

1500.
1500.
1500.
1500.
1000.
1000.
1000.
500.
500.
500.
200.
200.
200.
200.

500.
500.
500.

0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0

1
1
1

P1R

1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
0
0
0
0

1
1
1

id

Al
A2
Bl
B2
Cl
C2
C3
Dl
D2
D3
El
E2
Fl
F2

Rl
R2
R3

* Plume Rise:
'DEFPLMRISE' 0
* = 1: automatically:
* P1R=1 for weatherclasses [1..10] and [15..17]
* and PlR=0 for weather classes [11..14]
* = 0: PlR must be specified in data block 'CLIMATES'

* Rain scenarios:
'RAINFALL ' 0
* = 1: assume rainfall for all weatherclasses
* = 0: rainfall specified for each weatherclass
* in data block 'CLIMATES'

============ Food Chain Nuclide Transfer ============
fresh stored
products food
1.6 (Yb) 2.4 (Yp)
0 ln(2)/15
0 14 days

* 1 kg covers Y m2 during growth:
* LAMBDAwash-off (I/day)
* time between release and harvest
* duration of storage after harvest: 0 10 days
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Root Uptake ====

* Only needed for "other food":
* Dry weight of the root zone ground: 280 kg/m2
* Time that the ground will be used: 50 years
* Nuclide specific uptake: TP-ING in block 'HEALTH'

* ===== Dose Conversion Coefficients (root uptake) ====

'HEALTH FAC 4
* = 4: number of exposure pathways considered
* (always 4)

* ICRP-60 effective dose, adults, 50 year integrated:
*
'#' 'GROUND' 'SHINE' 'INHALATION' 'INGESTION' 'TP-ING'

1.0E-17 1.0E-15 1.0E-10 1.0E-10 1.0E-2
* [(Sv/s)/ [(Sv/s)/ [Sv/Bq] [Sv/Bq] [(Bq/kg)/
* (Bq/m2)] (Bq/m3)] (Bq/kg)]
*
1 180.0 100.0 560.0 30.0 2.0 Co-60
2 0.24 0.075 85.0 130.0 5.0 Cs-137
3 48.0 24.0 0.0018 0.0069 3.0 Ba-137m
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Appendix C SAMPLE INPUT ACCIDENTAL
RELEASE

* *
* NUDOS92 INPUT FILE *
* *

'Sample input: Adults Doses for Accidental Releases'

* SOURCE TERM INPUT
* =================

Release Specification

'CONTINUE' 0
* = 0 : accidental release
* = 1 : routine release

'NUCLIDES' 3
* = number of nuclides (1 to 14 0)
* Includes the following data list for each nuclide:
* n identification number of nuclide
* name of nuclide (max 8 characters)
* n(P) identification number of parent nuclide or
* zero.
* halflife of nuclide in Seconds (S), minutes (M),
* hours (H) or Years (Y)
* Vdep dry deposition velocity (m/s)
* Lambda wet deposition washout coefficient (1/s)
* Inventory of given nuclide inside the source (Bq)
* Rel_frac release fraction of the given nuclide

*n name n(P) halflife Vdep Lambda Invent Rel_Frac
1 'Co-60 ' 0 5.272 'Y' .001 .0001 1.0E14 1.0E-6
2 'Cs-137 ' 0 30.17 'Y' .001 .0001 9.0E17 1.0E-2
3 'Ba-137m ' 2 2.55 'M' .001 .0001 0. 0.

'RLSFRAC ' 1.
* = number of releases per year for routine releases
* = 1. for conditional accidental releases
* = probability of accident (I/year); use this only if
* ACUTE=0
* Release(nuc) = Invent(nuc) x RLSFRAC x Rel_frac(nuc)

* =============== Release Condition

'DELAY TIME' 5.0
* Time (hrs) between start of the release and the time
* at which the inventory is specified.
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'DURATION ' 3.0
* Duration (hrs) of release

'HEIGHT ' 0.
* Height (m) of the release outlet

'BLD HEIGHT' 12.
* Height (m) of the building

'WIDTH BLD ' 200.
* Width (m) of the building

'SOURCEDIAM' 2.
* Diameter (m) of the release outlet

'HEAT FLUX ' 10.

* Temperature of the release gasses expressed in MW.

* OUTPUT REQUESTS

'REDUCE ' 1

* = 0: The print file will contain:
* - information on nuclides
* - overview population by region by sector
* - dose conversion factors
* - calculated activity after leakage
* If REDUCE <> 0 and EVACUATION > 0 then cloudshine
* doses and inhalation doses will not be printed.== Average Concentration in Air

* The print file always contains the TOPHAT
* concentration during plume passage for each weather
* type in each region.
* Dimension: Bq/m3

== Deposition ==

'DEPOSITION' 1 2
* = number of nuclides selected followed by the
* list-number of each nuclide selected (see key
* NUCLIDES)
* This key selects the nuclides for which deposition
* data is printed. For each of the selected nuclides a
* table is printed, containing for each meteorological
* condition the TOPHAT-groundconcentration in Bq/m2.

* For each nuclide selected an additional output file
* is created: fort.8?. In this file the weighted
* average centerline concentration (Bq/m2) versus
* distance (m) is printed.

* NOTE: The additional file contains the concentration
* calculated at the first time specified in EVACUATION.
* If this time is during the release, the concentration
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* is calculated incorrectly. It is assumed that all
* nuclides that will be deposited are already
* deposited, but that the release duration (Teff) is:
* Teff = EVACUATION(l) - Tplume-arrival
*
* The concentration printed in the fort.8? files is:
* CONC(fort.8?) = CONC(printfile)*[DURATION/Teff]**0.35
*
* If Tplume-arrival > EVACUATION(l) the concentration
* should be zero!

Dose equivalent

* For accidental releases the equivalent dose is
* printed for each weather type. For each grid-distance
* the TOPHAT dose is printed in Sv.

* A breakdown for the following paths is printed:
* (1) plume-exposure
* (2) ground-shine
* (3) dose commitment due to inhalation during plume
* passage
* (4) If EVACUATION=0: dose commitment due to
* ingestion doses.
* total dose due to plume exposure, ground shine and
* inhalation (excluding ingestion).

'EVACUATION' 2 1 2 438300
* 2 hrs 50 yr
* = integration time of the ground dose.
* The integration times are set by 3 parameters:
* 'EVACUATION' N U t(l) .. t(N)
* with N: number (<=120) of integration times
* u: unit indicator: l=hours, 2=days,
* t: integration times
* If N=0 (default) one evacuation time of equal to 50
* years is assumed.
* If EVACUATION > 0 then ingestion doses will not be
* printed.

* NOTE: times specified in EVACUATION and in the
* printouts of the doses refer to the START of the
* release!

Collective Dose

'COLLECTIEF' 88
* = 0 : means no collective doses are calculated
* =88 : means all individual doses must be summed
* ='S': means the dose summation must stop at 'S' Sv

* The output for routine releases is given as the
* yearly collective dose excluding ingestion in each
* sector and distance segment.
* Further there is an additional output file with
* diagnostics output: fort.92 (see User Guide).
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* SITE DATA INPUT
* ===============

* ========= site Geographical Characteristics =========

'SURFACE ' 0.1
* effective roughness length (m):

water
flat surface (grass)
agriculture with trees
rural area, villages
city, no apartment buildings
downtown area

0 . 0 0 1
0 . 0 3
0 . 1
0 . 3
1 .

m
m
m
m
m

3. m

Grid Definition =-

'REGIONS ' 10
* < 0: minus(number) of regions, next line contains two
* reals:
* rl outer radius of first region (km)
* dr radial length (km) of each other region
* > 0: number of regions (number of radial grid
* elements), next line(s) contain outer radius
* (km) of each region
0.075 0.125 0.575 1.425 2.575
3.425 4.575 5.425 6.575 7.425

'SECTORS ' 12
* Number of winddirections used in the meteorological
* data set (only 12 of 16 sectors allowed).

* ========== Meteorological Statistics

'WEATHER ' 17 'Schiphol'
* Identification of the meteorological site
* Number of weather categories

* In the 'CLIMATES' data block the following weather
* classes are defined as followed:
* 1. Pasquill-Guifford classification of stability
* (classes A to F) and a rain class R
* 2. Windspeed-classes:
* range representative windspeed
* (m/s) (m/s)
* class 1 : 0 - 2 1.45 for all stability classes
* class 2: > 2 4.00 for classes A, B, E, F
* class 2: 2 - 6 4.00 for classes C and D
* class 3: > 6 8.00 for classes C and D
* This results in 17 weather-classes:
* <1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13 14 15 16 17>
* <A1 A2 Bl B2 Cl C2 C3 Dl D2 D3 El E2 Fl F2 Rl R2 R3>

* Number of observations in a given time period for
* each weather class specified above and each of the
* SECTORS winddirections. The points of the compass
* (where the wind is blowing from) specified below are
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* only valid

*
* 6
* N

267
53
273

1105
48
801
697

1086
2630
2351
182
637

1223
254

103
250
223

1 1

if SECTORS=12

wind
B 9

NNO ONO E

309
72

349
1149
51
642
585
1423
3136
2593
205
1416
1873
626

135
297
246

216
45

212
1040
42
540
801
1144
3265
3216
152
1550
1313
545

109
310
305

362
63

299
1071
50

484
364
796

2062
2172

63
692
926
261

76
196
206

blowing from sector:
10 11 0

ESE SSE S

375
50
350
715
60

429
159
725

1882
1638
90
444
583
147

69
178
155

257
27

263
407
50

314
52
716
2572
2451

85
557
543
171

68
244
232

225
25

214
459
43

495
142
810
4012
7604
115
649
552
166

77
380
721

1
SSW

214
27

214
474
35

552
273
851
5047

13027
124
928
727
227

81
479

1236

2

wsw

303
49
318
682
45
633
667
858

3902
14221
116
718
568
184

81
370
1349

3
W

289
82

322
1626
57

1303
1257
913
3148
9098
106
386
571
121

87
299
863

4
WNW

177
48

219
669
51

613
244
924
2593
4553
163
527
841
191

88
246
432

5
NNW

228
56

255
749
63
641
280
1138
2656
2891
224
499
1202
198

108
252
274

* Total number of observations in the given time
* period:
180386

* NOTE: the winddirection statistics are actually part
* of the CLIMATES input block. However, the input
* preprocessor "Nprproc" will add all data in the
* WEATHER input block to the CLIMATES data block.

======== === Population Data ========= ======

* Referentie Vestigingsplaats volgens KEV
* Tot 1.5 km 1000 inwoners (141.4711 inwoners/km2)
* Tot 5 km 200 inw/km2; 4 5 graden sector 4 00 inw/km2
* Daarbuiten 400 inw/km2; 45 graden sector 1000 inw/km2
* (de meest getroffen sector)

'POPULATION' 0
* > 0: Population density data is given in N (<=10)
* following lines with each three reals:
* rO : inner radius of a given area
* rl : outer radius of a given area
* dP : population density (pp/km2) in this area
* = 0: Population data for each region and sector
* Each of REGIONS lines contains SECTORS numbers
* Note that the points of the compass are rotated
* by 180 degrees compared to the winddirection-
* statistics.

•

*0
*s
* - -

population in sector:
1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11
SSW WSW W WNW NNW N NNE ENE E ESE SSE

0 0
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0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
12 12 12 12 12 12 12 12 12 12 12 12
63 63 63 63 63 63 63 63 63 63 63 63

237 237 237 237 237 237 237 295 467 295 237 237
267 267 267 267 267 267 267 334 534 334 267 267
482 482 482 482 482 482 482 602 963 602 482 482
677 677 677 677 677 677 677 904 1586 904 677 677

1445 1445 1445 1445 1445 1445 1445 1987 3613 1987 1445 1445
1246 1246 1246 1246 1246 1246 1246 1713 3115 1713 1246 1246

* RVP in this data-set
* 0-1.5 1000 996
* 1.5-5 16081 16079
* > 5 44963 44959
* SUM 62044 62034

* ======== characterisation of the Population =========

* Person type: choose the appropriate DCC values.
* ADULTS

'PLMSHIELD ' 0.412
* Shielding factor for cloudshine.

'GRDSHIELD ' 0.328
* Shielding factor for groundshine.

'SCHUILFACT' 0.
* > 0: Extra shielding factor applying to groundshine,
* cloudshine and ingestion.
* = 0: No extra shielding.

* adults: CL GR IH
* 84% of the time inside : 0.3 0.2 1.
* 16% of the time outside: 1.0 1.0 1.
* Total: .412 .328 1.

* Diet (adults):
* 75 kg/year leafy vegetables from home garden
* 4 50 kg/year other food from home garden

* SITE AND SOURCE TERM INDEPENDENT INPUT

* ======== Half-life of Nuclides and Decay chains =====

* Already specified in data block 'RELEASE'

* ======= Dispersion Modelling Parameter Values =======

'CLIMATES ' 17
* Number of weather categories
* Specify for each weather category the values for the
* dilution models
* ALy, BLy, AHy, BHy, Az, Bz: Gaussian Plume Parameter
* Values (see description)
* U10 Windspeed (m/s) at 10 m height
* m Windspeed profile width height (see description)
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* Hmix Height (m) of the mixing layer
* Rain Rainfall (1) or not (0) during dilution process
* Plr Should be (1) for neutral or instable or rain,
* should be (0) for stable and dry classes
* id Identification of weather class
*
*ALy BLy AHy BHy Az Bz U10 m Hmix Rain PlR id

1
1
1
1

.94

.94

.36

.36

.77

.77

.77

.47

.47

.47

.36

.36

.24

.24

.47

.47

.47

.865

.865

.886

.886

.897

.897

.897

.907

.907

.907

.902

.902

.902

.902

.907

.907

.907

.40

.40

.40

.40

.36

.36

.36

.36

.36

.32

.31

.31

.31

.31

.36

.36

.32

.91

.91

.91

.91

.86

.86

.86

.86

.86

.78

.71

.71

.71

.71

.86

.86

.78

.28

.28

.23

.23

.22

.22

.22

.20

.20

.20

.15

.15

.12

.12

.20

.20

.20

.90

.90

.85

.85

.80

.80

.80

.76

.76

.76

.73

.73

.67

.67

.76

.76

.76

1.45
4
1.45
4.
1.45
4.
8.
1.45
4.
8.
1.45
4.
1.45
4.

1.45
4.
8.

.1

.1

.1

.1

.16

.16

.16

.16

.16

.16

.30

.30

.30

.30

.16

.16

.16

1500.
1500.
1500.
1500.
1000.
1000.
1000.
500.
500.
500.
200.
200.
200.
200.

500.
500.
500.

0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0

1
1
1

1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
0
0
0
0

1
1
1

Al
A2
Bl
B2
Cl
C2
C3
Dl
D2
D3
El
E2
Fl
F2

Rl
R2
R3

* Plume Rise:
'DEFPLMRISE' 0
* = 1: automatically:
* P1R=1 for weatherclasses [1..10] and [15..17]
* and PlR=0 for weather classes [11..14]
* = 0: PlR must be specified in data block 'CLIMATES'

* Rain scenarios:
'RAINFALL ' 0
* = 1: assume rainfall for all weatherclasses
* = 0: rainfall specified for each weatherclass
* in data block 'CLIMATES'

Food Chain Nuclide Transfer ============
fresh stored
products food
1.6 (Yb) 2.4 (Yp)
0 ln(2)/15
0 14 days

* 1 kg covers Y m2 during growth:
* LAMBDAwash-off (I/day)
* time between release and harvest:
* duration of storage after harvest: 0 10 days

Root Uptake

* Only needed for "other food":
* Dry weight of the root zone ground: 280 kg/m2
* Time that the ground will be used: 50 years

* Nuclide specific uptake: TP-ING in block 'HEALTH'

* ===== Dose Conversion Coefficients (root uptake) ====

'HEALTH FAC 4
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= 4: number of exposure pathways considered
(always 4)

* ICRP-60 effective dose, adults, 50 year integrated:
*
'#' 'GROUND' 'SHINE' 'INHALATION' 'INGESTION' 'TP-ING'

1.0E-17 1.0E-15 1.0E-10 1.0E-10 1.0E-2
* [(Sv/s)/ [(Sv/s)/ [Sv/Bq] [Sv/Bq] [(Bq/kg)/
* (Bq/m2)] (Bq/m3)] (Bq/kg)]

1
2
3
*.

180.0
0.24
48.0

100.0
0.075
24.0

560.0
85.0
0.0018

30.0
130.0
0.0069

2.0 Co-60
5.0 Cs-137

3.0 Ba-137m

===== TOPHAT model parameter values

'TOPHAT ' 1.2522
* This value specifies the width of the TOPHAT plume.
* At a given distance the Gaussian plume width is
* represented by the parameter sigmaY. The total width
* of the TOPHAT-plume is:
* Width(tophat-plume) = 2 x TOPHAT x sigmaY
* Default: 1.5.

'DETERMSTIC 1
* The key 'DETERMSTIC' may overrule the TOPHAT value.
* If DETERMSTIC is set to one, the TOPHAT-concentration
* will equal the centreline Gaussian plume
* concentration (it can be shown that this is equal to
* TOPHAT=1.2522).
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DETERMINISTIC

* *
* NUDOS92 INPUT FILE *

'Adults Doses for Accidental Releases; Deterministic'

* SOURCE TERM INPUT

* ============= Release Specification =================

'CONTINUE' 0
* - 0 : accidental release
* = 1 : routine release

'NUCLIDES' 3
* = number of nuclides (1 to 140)
* Includes the following data list for each nuclide:
* n identification number of nuclide
* name of nuclide (max 8 characters)
* n(P) identification number of parent nuclide or
* zero.
* halflife of nuclide in Seconds (S), minutes (M),
* hours (H) or Years (Y)
* Vdep dry deposition velocity (m/s)
* Lambda wet deposition washout coefficient (1/s)
* Inventory of given nuclide inside the source (Bq)
* Rel_frac release fraction of the given nuclide

*n name n(P) halflife Vdep Lambda Invent Rel_Frac
1 'Co-60 ' 0 5.272 'Y' .001 .0001 1.0E14 1.0E-6
2 'Cs-137 ' 0 30.17 'Y' .001 .0001 9.0E17 1.0E-2
3 'Ba-137m ' 2 2.55 'M' .001 .0001 0. 0.

'RLSFRAC ' 1.
* = number of releases per year for routine releases
* - 1. for conditional accidental releases
* = probability of accident (I/year); use this only if
* ACUTE=0
* Release(nuc) = Invent(nuc) x RLSFRAC x Rel_frac(nuc)

Release Condition

'DELAY TIME' 5.0
* Time (hrs) between start of the release and the time
* at which the inventory is specified.
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'DURATION ' 3.0
* Duration (hrs) of release

'HEIGHT ' 0.
* Height (m) of the release outlet

'BLD HEIGHT' 12.
* Height (m) of the building

'WIDTH BLD ' 200.
* Width (m) of the building

'SOURCEDIAM' 2.
* Diameter (m) of the release outlet

'HEAT FLUX ' 10.
* Temperature of the release gasses expressed in MW.

* OUTPUT REQUESTS
* ===============

'REDUCE ' 0
* = 0: The print file will contain:
* - information on nuclides
* - overview population by region by sector
* - dose conversion factors
* - calculated activity after leakage
* If REDUCE <> 0 and EVACUATION > 0 then cloudshine
* doses and inhalation doses will not be printed.

* ========== Average Concentration in Air

* The print file always contains the TOPHAT
* concentration during plume passage for each weather
* type in each region.
* Dimension: Bq/m3

•= Deposition

'DEPOSITION' 1 2
* = number of nuclides selected followed by the
* list-number of each nuclide selected (see key
* NUCLIDES)
* This key selects the nuclides for which deposition
* data is printed. For each of the selected nuclides a
* table is printed, containing for each meteorological
* condition the TOPHAT-groundconcentration in Bq/m2.

* For each nuclide selected an additional output file
* is created: see fort.11. In this file the weighted
* average centerline concentration (Bq/m2) versus
* distance (m) is printed.

* NOTE: The additional file contains the concentration
* calculated at the first time specified in EVACUATION.
* If this time is during the release, the concentration
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* is calculated incorrectly. It is assumed that all
* nuclides that will be deposited are already
* deposited, but that the release duration (Teff) is:
* Teff = EVACUATION(l) - Tplume-arrival
*
* The concentration printed in the fort.8? files is:
* CONC(fort.8?) = CONC(printfile)*[DURATION/Teff]**0.35
*
* If Tplume-arrival > EVACUATION(l) the concentration
* should be zero!

Dose equivalent =•

* For accidental releases the equivalent dose is
* printed for each weather type. For each grid-distance
* the TOPHAT dose is printed in Sv.

* A breakdown for the following paths is printed:
* (1) plume-exposure
* (2) ground-shine
* (3) dose commitment due to inhalation during plume
* passage
* total dose due to plume exposure, ground shine and
* inhalation during plume passage

'EVACUATION' 1 2 3
* - integration time of the ground dose.
* The integration times are set by 3 parameters:
* 'EVACUATION' N U t(l) .. t(N)
* with N: number (<=120) of integration times
* u: unit indicator: l=hours, 2=days,
* t: integration times
* If N=0 (default) one evacuation time of equal to 50
* years is assumed.
* If EVACUATION > 0 then ingestion doses will not be
* printed.

* NOTE: times specified in EVACUATION and in the
* printouts of the doses refer to the START of the
* release!

*** Options for detailed dose information:

* The following two options are available if
* EVACUATION smaller than 2 or 3:
* DOSISTEMPOO or GRNDFOLLOW>0 : EVACUATION<3 (=MEVAC/2)
* DOSISTEMPOO and GRNDFOLLOW>0 : EVACUATI0N<2 (=MEVAC/3 )

'DOSISTEMPO' 0
* <> 0: the dose-rate at the times specified by
* EVACUATION. The dose rate is based on a
* 10 minutes integration time. The results are
* printed in additional output files (listed
* in fort.11) for distances selected by
* PRINTREGIO
'GRNDFOLLOW 21
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* > 0 and DOSISTEMPO = 0:
* prints the potential grounddose for the time
* period between EVACUATION(LPER) and
* EVACUATION(LPER)+GRNDFOLLOW (hours) in
* additional output files (listed in fort.11) for
* distances selected by PRINTREGIO
* > 0 and DOSISTEMPO <> 0:
* prints a ratio between the grounddose above and
* the doserate.
'PRINTREGIO' 5 1 2 3 4 5
* = number of distances selected followed by the
* list-number of each distance selected (see key
* REGIONS)

* NOTE: If the time specified in EVACUATION is smaller
* than DURATION, the GRNDFOLLOW dose is calculated
* incorrect. For this run the printout gives the
* following ground-dose result at 37.5 m:
*
* dose (Sv) after.. 1 hour meandering GRNDFOLLOW
* 1 hrs 24 hrs 24 hrs dose
* 0.000174 0.0181 0.026587 0.026413
*
* However, the dose received between one and 24 hours
* should be associated with DURATION (=3) hours
* meandering of the plume!

* SITE DATA INPUT

* ========= site Geographical Characteristics

0 . 0 0 1
0 . 0 3
0 . 1
0 . 3
1 .
3 .

m
m
m
m
m
m

'SURFACE ' 0.1
* effective roughness length (m) :

water
flat surface (grass)
agriculture with trees
rural area, villages
city, no apartment buildings
downtown area

* ================ Grid Definition ====================

'REGIONS ' 10
* < 0: minus(number) of regions, next line contains two
* reals:
* rl outer radius of first region (km)
* dr radial length (km) of each other region
* > 0: number of regions (number of radial grid
* elements), next line(s) contain outer radius
* (km) of each region
0.075 0.125 0.575 1.425 2.575
3.425 4.575 5.425 6.575 7.425

'SECTORS ' 12
* Number of winddirections used in the meteorological
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* data set (only 12 of 16 sectors allowed).

* ========== Meteorological Statistics ======

* In the deterministic evaluation only one weather type
* is considered:

'WEATHER ' 1 'R3'
* Identification of the meteorological site
* Number of weather categories

* In the 'CLIMATES' data block the following weather
* classes are defined as followed:
* 1. Pasquill-Guifford classification of stability
* (classes A to F) and a rain class R
* 2. Windspeed-classes:
* range representative windspeed
* (m/s) (m/s)
* class 1 : 0 - 2 1.45 for all stability classes
* class 2: > 2 4.00 for classes A, B, E, F
* class 2 : 2 - 6 4.00 for classes C and D
* class 3: > 6 8.00 for classes C and D
* This results in 17 weather-classes:
* <1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13 14 15 16 17>
* <A1 A2 Bl B2 Cl C2 C3 Dl D2 D3 El E2 Fl F2 Rl R2 R3>

* Number of observations in a given time period for
* each weather class specified above and each of the
* SECTORS winddirections. The points of the compass
* (where the wind is blowing from) specified below are
* only valid if SECTORS=12.
* ._•
* wind blowing from sector:
* 6 7 8 9 10 1 1 0 1 2 3 4 5
* N NNO ONO E ESE SSE S SSW WSW W WNW NNW
*

1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
* Total number of observations in the given time
* period:

1

* NOTE: the winddirection statistics are actually part
* of the CLIMATES input block. However, the input
* preprocessor "Nprproc" will add all data in the
* WEATHER input block to the CLIMATES data block.

Population Data

* Referentie Vestigingsplaats volgens KEV
* Tot 1.5 km 1000 inwoners (141.4711 inwoners/km2)
* Tot 5 km 200 inw/km2; 45 graden sector 400 inw/km2
* Daarbuiten 400 inw/km2; 45 graden sector 1000 inw/km2
* (de meest getroffen sector)

'POPULATION' 1
125. 10000. 100.
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* > 0: Population density data is given in N (<=10)
* following lines with each three reals:
* rO : inner radius of a given area
* rl : outer radius of a given area
* P : population density (pp/km2) in this area
* = 0: Population data for each region and sector
* Each of REGIONS lines contains SECTORS numbers
* Note that the points of the compass are rotated
* by 180 degrees compared to the winddirection-
* statistics.

* ======== characterisation of the Population =========

* Person type: choose the appropriate DCC values.
* ADULTS

'PLMSHIELD ' 0.412
* Shielding factor for cloudshine.

'GRDSHIELD ' 0.328
* Shielding factor for groundshine.

'SCHUILFACT' 0.
* > 0: Extra shielding factor applying to groundshine,
* cloudshine and ingestion.
* = 0 : No extra shielding.

* adults: CL GR IH
* 84% of the time inside : 0.3 0.2 1.
* 16% of the time outside: 1.0 1.0 1.
* Total: .412 .328 1.

* Diet (adults):
* 7 5 kg/year leafy vegetables from home garden
* 4 50 kg/year other food from home garden

* SITE AND SOURCE TERM INDEPENDENT INPUT

* ======== Half-life of Nuclides and Decay chains =====

* Already specified in data block 'RELEASE'

* ======= Dispersion Modelling Parameter Values =======

'CLIMATES ' 1
* Number of weather categories
* Specify for each weather category the values for the
* dilution models
* ALy, BLy, AHy, BHy, Az, Bz: Gaussian Plume Parameter
* Values (see description)
* U10 Windspeed (m/s) at 10 m height
* m Windspeed profile width height (see description)
* Hmix Height (m) of the mixing layer
* Rain Rainfall (1) or not (0) during dilution process
* Plr Should be (1) for neutral or instable or rain,
* should be (0) for stable and dry classes
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* id Identification of weather class
* _ —
*ALy BLy AHy BHy Az Bz U10 m Hmix Rain PlR id
*
.47 .907 .36 .86 .20 .76 1.45 .16 500. 1 1 Rl

* Plume Rise:
'DEFPLMRISE' 0
* = 1: automatically:
* P1R=1 for weatherclasses [1..10] and [15..17]
* and P1R=O for weather classes [11..14]
* = 0: PlR must be specified in data block 'CLIMATES'

* Rain scenarios:
'RAINFALL ' 0
* = 1: assume rainfall for all weatherclasses
* = 0: rainfall specified for each weatherclass
* in data block 'CLIMATES'

Food Chain Nuclide Transfer

1 kg covers Y m2 during growth:
LAMBDAwash-off (I/day)
time between release and harvest:

fresh stored
products food
1.6 (Yb) 2.4 (Yp)
0 ln(2)/15
0 14 days

* duration of storage after harvest: 0 10 days

======== Root Uptake

* Only needed for "other food":
* Dry weight of the root zone ground: 280 kg/m2
* Time that the ground will be used: 50 years
* Nuclide specific uptake: TP-ING in block 'HEALTH'

* ===== Dose Conversion Coefficients (root uptake) ====

'HEALTH FAC 4
* = 4: number of exposure pathways considered
* (always 4)

* ICRP-60 effective dose, adults, 50 year integrated:
*
'#' 'GROUND' 'SHINE' 'INHALATION' 'INGESTION' 'TP-ING'

1.0E-17 1.0E-15 1.0E-10 1.0E-10 1.0E-2
* [(Sv/s)/ [(Sv/s)/ [Sv/Bq] [Sv/Bq] [(Bq/kg)/
* (Bq/m2)] (Bq/m3)] (Bq/kg)]

1 180.0
2 0.24
3 48.0

100.0
0.075
24.0

560.0
85.0
0.0018

30.0
130.0
0.0069

2.0 Co-60
5.0 Cs-137
3.0Ba-137m

==== TOPHAT model parameter values

'TOPHAT ' 1.2522
* This value specifies the width of the TOPHAT plume.
* At a given distance the Gaussian plume width is
* represented by the parameter sigmaY. The total width
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* of the TOPHAT-plume is:
* Width(tophat-plume) = 2
* Default: 1.5.

x TOPHAT x sigmaY

'DETERMSTIC 0
* The key 'DETERMSTIC' may overrule the TOPHAT value.
* If DETERMSTIC is set to one, the TOPHAT-concentration
* will equal the centreline Gaussian plume
* concentration (it can be shown that this is equal to
* TOPHAT=1.2522).
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Appendix E SAMPLE INPUT ACCIDENT -
CONTOURS

r * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * *

* *

* NUDOS92 INPUT FILE *
* *

'Adults Doses for Accidental Releases; Contour Plots'

* =================
* SOURCE TERM INPUT

* === ====== Release Specification

'CONTINUE' 0
* = 0 : accidental release
* = 1 : routine release

'NUCLIDES' 3
* = number of nuclides (1 to 140)
* Includes the following data list for each nuclide:
* n identification number of nuclide
* name of nuclide (max 8 characters)
* n(P) identification number of parent nuclide or
* zero.
* halflife of nuclide in Seconds (S), minutes (M),
* hours (H) or Years (Y)
* Vdep dry deposition velocity (m/s)
* Lambda wet deposition washout coefficient (1/s)
* Inventory of given nuclide inside the source (Bq)
* Rel_frac release fraction of the given nuclide

*n name n(P) halflife Vdep Lambda Invent Rel_Frac
1 'Co-60 ' 0 5.272 'Y' .001 .0001 1.0E14 1.0E-6
2 'Cs-137 ' 0 30.17 'Y' .001 .0001 9.0E17 1.0E-2
3 'Ba-137m ' 2 2.55 'M' .001 .0001 0. 0.

'RLSFRAC ' 1.
* = number of releases per year for routine releases
* = 1. for conditional accidental releases
* = probability of accident (I/year); use this only if
* ACUTE=0
* Release(nuc) = Invent(nuc) x RLSFRAC x Rel_frac(nuc)

====== Release Condition ==

'DELAY TIME' 5.0
* Time (hrs) between start of the release and the time
* at which the inventory is specified.
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'DURATION ' 3.0
* Duration (hrs) of release

'HEIGHT ' 0.
* Height (m) of the release outlet

'BLD HEIGHT' 12.
* Height (m) of the building

'WIDTH BLD ' 200.
* Width (m) of the building

'SOURCEDIAM' 2.
* Diameter (m) of the release outlet

'HEAT FLUX ' 10.
* Temperature of the release gasses expressed in MW.

* OUTPUT REQUESTS

'REDUCE ' 1
* = 0: The print file will contain:
* - information on nuclides
* - overview population by region by sector
* - dose conversion factors
* - calculated activity after leakage
* If REDUCE <> 0 and EVACUATION > 0 then cloudshine
* doses and inhalation doses will not be printed.

* ========== Average Concentration in Air =============

* The print file always contains the TOPHAT
* concentration during plume passage for each weather
* type in each region.
* Dimension: Bq/m3

* ================== Deposition =======================

'DEPOSITION' 1 2
* = number of nuclides selected followed by the
* list-number of each nuclide selected (see key
* NUCLIDES)
* This key selects the nuclides for which deposition
* data is printed. For each of the selected nuclides a
* table is printed, containing for each meteorological
* condition the TOPHAT-groundconcentration in Bq/m2.

* For each nuclide selected an additional output file
* is created: fort.8?. In this file the weighted
* average centerline concentration (Bq/m2) versus
* distance (m) is printed.

* ================== Dose equivalent ==================

* For accidental releases the equivalent dose is
* printed for each weather type. For each grid-distance
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* the TOPHAT dose is printed in Sv.

* A breakdown for the following paths is printed:
* (1) plume-exposure
* (2) ground-shine
* (3) dose commitment due to inhalation during plume
* passage
* total dose due to plume exposure, ground shine and
* inhalation during plume passage

'EVACUATION' 0
* = integration time of the ground dose.
* The integration times are set by 3 parameters:
* 'EVACUATION' N u t(l) .. t(N)
* with N: number (<=120) of integration times
* u: unit indicator: l=hours, 2=days,
* t: integration times
* If N=0 (default) one evacuation time of equal to 50
* years is assumed.
* If EVACUATION > 0 then ingestion doses will not be
* printed.

* NOTE: times specified in EVACUATION and in the
* printouts of the doses refer to the START of the
* release!

'CONTOUREN' 1
* <> 0: only if CLIMATES=1
* Contour maps for concentrations (ground and
* air) and individual doses (for different
* pathways and integration times). Additional
* output files are listed in fort.11
* deposition: select nuclides using DEPOSITION
* doses: select integration times EVACUATION
'EMERGLEVEL' 0
* = 0: automatic selection of 50 for the total dose
* = N: followed by N contour levels for total dose
'GNDEMLEVEL' 0
* = 0: automatic selection of 50 for the grounddose
* = N: followed by N contour levels for grounddose

* NOTE: the contourplot outputfiles contain X and Y
* coordinates of each contour line. The X coordinate is
* the downwind distance from the source. I.e. the
* result does not depend on the choice of the
* winddirection statistics in WEATHER or CLIMATES.

Collective Dose

'COLLECTIEF' 0
* = 0 : means no collective doses are calculated
* =88 : means all individual doses must be summed
* ='S': means the dose summation must stop at 'S' Sv

* The output for routine releases is given as the
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* yearly collective dose excluding ingestion in each
* sector and distance segment.
* Further there is an additional output file with
* diagnostics output: fort.92 (see User Guide).

* SITE DATA INPUT

* ========= site Geographical Characteristics =========

'SURFACE ' 0.1
* effective roughness length (m):

water
flat surface (grass)
agriculture with trees
rural area, villages
city, no apartment buildings
downtown area

0 .
0 .
0 .
0 .
1 .
3 .

0 0 1
03
1
3

m
m
m
m
m
m

Grid Definition ==

'REGIONS ' 10
* < 0: minus(number) of regions, next line contains two
* reals:
* rl outer radius of first region (km)
* dr radial length (km) of each other region
* > 0: number of regions (number of radial grid
* elements), next line(s) contain outer radius
* (km) of each region
0.075 0.125 0.575 1.425 2.575
3.425 4.575 5.425 6.575 7.425

'SECTORS ' 12
* Number of winddirections used in the meteorological
* data set (only 12 of 16 sectors allowed).

======= Meteorological Statistics

* In the deterministic evaluation only one weather type
* is considered:

'WEATHER ' 1 'R3'
* Identification of the meteorological site
* Number of weather categories

* In the 'CLIMATES' data block the following weather
* classes are defined as followed:
* 1. Pasquill-Guifford classification of stability
* (classes A to F) and a rain class R
* 2. Windspeed-classes:
* range representative windspeed

(m/s)
1.45
4.00
4.00
8.00

(m/s)
class 1: 0 - 2
class 2: > 2
class 2: 2 - 6
class 3: > 6

for all stability classes
for classes A, B, E, F
for classes C and D
for classes C and D
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* This results in 17 weather-classes:
* <1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13 14 15 16 17>
* <A1 A2 Bl B2 Cl C2 C3 Dl D2 D3 El E2 Fl F2 Rl R2 R3>

* Number of observations in a given time period for
* each weather class specified above and each of the
* SECTORS winddirections. The points of the compass
* (where the wind is blowing from) specified below are
* only valid if SECTORS=12.
*
* wind blowing from sector:
* 6 7 8 9 10 1 1 0 1 2 3 4 5
* N NNO ONO E ESE SSE S SSW WSW W WNW NNW

1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
* Total number of observations in the given time
* period:

1

* NOTE: the winddirection statistics are actually part
* of the CLIMATES input block. However, the input
* preprocessor "Nprproc" will add all data in the
* WEATHER input block to the CLIMATES data block.

Population Data

* Referentie Vestigingsplaats volgens KEV
* Tot 1.5 km 1000 inwoners (141.4711 inwoners/km2)
* Tot 5 km 200 inw/km2; 45 graden sector 400 inw/km2
* Daarbuiten 400 inw/km2; 45 graden sector 1000 inw/km2
* (de meest getroffen sector)

'POPULATION' 1
125. 10000. 100.
* > 0: Population density data is given in N (<=10)
* following lines with each three reals:
* rO : inner radius of a given area
* rl : outer radius of a given area
* P : population density (pp/km2) in this area
* = 0: Population data for each region and sector
* Each of REGIONS lines contains SECTORS numbers
* Note that the points of the compass are rotated
* by 180 degrees compared to the winddirection-
* statistics.

«= Characterisation of the Population =•

* Person type: choose the appropriate DCC values.
* ADULTS

'PLMSHIELD ' 0.412
* Shielding factor for cloudshine.

'GRDSHIELD ' 0.328
* Shielding factor for groundshine.
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CL
0 . 3
1 .0
. 4 1 2

GR
0 . 2
1 .0
. 3 2 8

IH
1 .
1 .
1 .

'SCHUILFACT' 0.
* > 0: Extra shielding factor applying to groundshine,
* cloudshine and ingestion.
* = 0: No extra shielding.

* adults:
* 84% of the time inside :
* 16% of the time outside:
* Total:

* Diet (adults):
* 75 kg/year leafy vegetables from home garden
* 4 50 kg/year other food from home garden

* SITE AND SOURCE TERM INDEPENDENT INPUT

* ======== Half-life of Nuclides and Decay chains =====
* Already specified in data block 'RELEASE'

* ======= Dispersion Modelling Parameter Values =======

'CLIMATES ' 1
* Number of weather categories

* Specify for each weather category the values for the
* dilution models
* ALy, BLy, AHy, BHy, Az, Bz: Gaussian Plume Parameter
* Values (see description)
* U10 Windspeed (m/s) at 10 m height
* m Windspeed profile width height (see description)
* Hmix Height (m) of the mixing layer
* Rain Rainfall (1) or not (0) during dilution process
* Plr Should be (1) for neutral or instable or rain,
* should be (0) for stable and dry classes
* id Identification of weather class
*
*ALy BLy AHy BHy Az Bz U10 m Hmix Rain PlR id
*
.47 .907 .36 .86 .20 .76 1.45 .16 500. 1 1 Rl

* Plume Rise:
'DEFPLMRISE' 0
* = 1: automatically:
* P1R=1 for weatherclasses [1..10] and [15..17]
* and PlR=0 for weather classes [11..14]
* = 0: PlR must be specified in data block 'CLIMATES'

* Rain scenarios:
'RAINFALL ' 0
* = 1: assume rainfall for all weatherclasses
* = 0: rainfall specified for each weatherclass
* in data block 'CLIMATES'

* ============ Food Chain Nuclide Transfer ============
* fresh stored
* products food
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* 1 kg covers Y m2 during growth: 1.6 (Yb) 2.4 (Yp)
* LAMBDAwash-off (I/day) 0 ln(2)/15
* time between release and harvest: 0 14 days
* duration of storage after harvest: 0 10 days

Root Uptake

* Only needed for "other food":
* Dry weight of the root zone ground: 280 kg/m2
* Time that the ground will be used: 50 years
* Nuclide specific uptake: TP-ING in block 'HEALTH'

Dose Conversion Coefficients (root uptake)

'HEALTH FAC 4
* = 4: number of exposure pathways considered
* (always 4)

* ICRP-60 effective dose, adults, 50 year integrated:
*
'#' 'GROUND' 'SHINE' 'INHALATION' 'INGESTION' 'TP-ING'

1.0E-17 1.0E-15 1.0E-10 1.0E-10 1.0E-2
* [(SV/S)/ [(Sv/s)/ [Sv/Bq] [Sv/Bq] [(Bq/kg)/
* (Bq/m2)] (Bq/m3>] (Bq/kg)]
*
1 180.0 100.0 560.0 30.0 2.0 Co-60
2 0.24 0.075 85.0 130.0 5.0 Cs-137
3 48.0 24.0 0.0018 0.0069 3.0 Ba-137m
*

* ===== TOPHAT model parameter values =================

'TOPHAT ' 1.2522
* This value specifies the width of the TOPHAT plume.
* At a given distance the Gaussian plume width is
* represented by the parameter sigmaY. The total width
* of the TOPHAT-plume is:
* Width(tophat-plume) = 2 x TOPHAT x sigmaY
* Default: 1.5.

'DETERMSTIC' 1
* The key 'DETERMSTIC' may overrule the TOPHAT value.
* If DETERMSTIC is set to one, the TOPHAT-concentration
* will equal the centreline Gaussian plume
* concentration (it can be shown that this is equal to
* TOPHAT=1.2522).
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INPUT KEYS INDEX

ACUTE 39 TP-ING 38
BLD HEIGHT 11 WIDTH BLD 11
CLIMATES 34
COLLECTIEF accidental release 18
COLLECTIEF routine release 16
CONTINUE 9
CONTOUREN accidental release 23
DEFPLMRISE 35
DELAY TIME 11
DEPOSITION accidental release 21
DETERMSTIC 36
DOSISTEMPO accidental release 22
DURATION 11
EMERGLEVEL accidental release 23
EVACUATION accidental release 18
EVACUATION routine release 15
GNDEMLEVEL accidental release 23
GRDSHIELD 29
GRNDFOLLOW accidental release 22
GROUND 38
HEALTH FAC 38
HEAT FLUX 11
HEIGHT 11
INGESTION 38
INHALATION 38
job-identification 9
Local Diet 29
NUCLIDES 10
Person Type 28
PLMSHIELD 29
POPULATION 28
PRINTREGIO accidental release 22
RAINFALL 35
REDUCE accidental release 16
REDUCE routine release 14
REGIONS 26
RLSFRAC 11
Root Uptake 37
SCHUILFACT 29
SECTORS 26
SHINE 38
SOURCEDIAM 11
SURFACE 25
TOPHAT 36
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